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Welcome to Fire Australia
Summer 2012-2013

By Stuart Ellis AM
Chief Executive Officer
Australasian Fire and Emergency Service Authorities Council (AFAC)

I

t has been a busy 12 months for fire
and emergency management agencies
in Australia. As we commence the new
year, it is an opportunity to reflect on
the many recent successes and lessons
identified. AFAC continues to provide
leadership and advocates with agency
members representing AFAC on more
than 20 national committees, boards and
associations.
A key piece of doctrine for the
emergency management sector is the
Australasian Inter-Service Incident
Management System (AIIMS). It is
our common language and operating
framework. The AFAC Council has
endorsed the recommendations on changes
to the current version of the AIIMS
Doctrine (AIIMS 3rd Edition revised) and
provided guidance regarding the AIIMS
Doctrine Manual 4th Edition. The process
for the development of the AIIMS Doctrine
Manual 4th Edition for publication in
early 2013 has also been endorsed. On
page 44 you can read more on the 4th
Edition and the revised approach to
the way incident controllers and their
teams manage information and develop
incident intelligence.
Mark Crosweller, former Commissioner

of the ACT Emergency Services Agency
(ESA), shares his vision and views on
national emergency management on
page 22. Mr Crosweller has recently
been appointed as the Director-General,
Emergency Management Australia (EMA),
Commonwealth Attorney-General’s
Department. After almost 30 years in
the industry he is well placed to lead in
this role and we congratulate him on
his appointment.
I offer an extended thank you to Mark
for his significant contribution to AFAC
in his roles as a Board Director, Chair of
the Conference Program Committee for
the 2011 Sydney Conference, as a member
of the Knowledge Management Group,
and as an integral member of the AFAC
Council. His selection as Director-General,
Emergency Management Australia,
is an acknowledgement of his ability,
his professionalism and the wealth of
experience that he will bring to the role.
Recently, AFAC in partnership with
Motorola Solutions brought Gary Reason,
Director of Operational Resilience and
Training at the London Fire Brigade, UK,
to Australia and New Zealand to present
to our members, and representatives from
other sectors, on the lessons learned from

the London Bombings of July 2005. Mr
Reason manages the brigade’s operational
and emergency planning, operational
procedures, health and safety, human
resources and staff development, and the
development of new response capabilities
for terrorist threats. You can read more
on Mr Reason, and the lessons from the
London bombings, and the inquiries that
followed, on page 34.
Planning for the 2013 Melbourne
AFAC conference is well underway.
I encourage you to visit the conference site
at www.afac2013.org to keep up to date
as we announce keynote speakers and, in
due course, the conference program. The
Call for Abstracts is open and we invite
you to submit an abstract with a focus on
the conference theme, Shaping Tomorrow
Together, which reflects the need for the
emergency services to work collaboratively
with the community and other partners
from the education, health, business
and research sectors, and all levels of
government, to shape our future.
Specifically, the conference will address
a number of principal topics. These
include the need for transformational
change within the sector, creating public
value, managing large-scale disasters
and how emergency management is
responding to future challenges.
A Research Forum will be held on day
one of the conference, featuring
research across all hazards. Concluding
the conference will be a professional
development program. Early Bird
registrations open 4 March 2013.
Having officially commenced in the role
as CEO of AFAC, I would like to take the
opportunity to thank Naomi Brown for her
tremendous work in leading AFAC over
the past six years. Naomi’s dedication and
leadership have been outstanding, and I
wish her all the best as she embarks on the
next chapter of her life.
I hope 2013 is a successful and safe year
for all. I look forward to meeting you at
future events.
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Considerations of
the Christchurch
earthquake
How to manage a major emergency event in a CBD

The 22 February 2011 Christchurch earthquake was a devastating
event that tested every level and aspect of emergency management
in New Zealand. While individuals and agencies performed well,
there are always findings and lessons that can be of benefit.
For those responsible for responding to an emergency, there is
an obligation to be aware of the issues.
While a Royal Commission has been underway to review the
collapse of major buildings, it specifically did not consider the
operational response and recovery. A five-person team was given
this responsibility by the Director of Civil Defence and Emergency

The 22 February 2011
earthquake in New
Zealand was one of the
few natural disasters
in our region to directly
affect a CBD.

Management in New Zealand—to review emergency response
and recovery for the two-month period immediately following the
earthquake. Stuart Ellis, CEO AFAC and Principal and Director of
Leading Emergency Services, was a member of the Review Team.
Mr Ellis hosted seminars throughout various Australian
states and territories. The seminars presented and examined
the emergency response and recovery issues relevant to
arrangements in Australia and broader issues related to business,
the Australasian Inter-Service Incident Management System
(AIIMS), community resilience and local government. Specific
considerations of managing an emergency in a CBD were discussed.
Incident management issues, operational successes and
recovery, and in-depth explanations and advice as to how incident
management can be applied within agencies were also discussed.
While earthquakes may not feature as a front-of-mind event
in Australia, the implications of any emergency in a major city
CBD mean there are critical considerations—and these require
awareness and planning.

French connections
Richard Biagioni, Director of Pôle
Risques (left), and Gary Morgan, CEO
of Bushfire CRC, at the MOU signing.
PHOTO: CLAIRE DUPRÉ, EMBASSY OF FRANCE, PRESS AND INFORMATION DEPARTMENT
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Bilateral bushfire research and development has been strengthened with the signing of
a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the Bushfire CRC and Pôle Risques, a
French risk management organisation.
Hosted in Australia by the Bushfire CRC, the Director of Pôle Risques, Richard
Biagioni, signed the MOU with Gary Morgan, Bushfire CRC CEO, in the presence of the
French Ambassador to Australia, Stéphane Romatet, in Canberra on 22 October 2012.
Mr Biagioni led a delegation of French bushfire researchers in their week-long trip to
Australia, where they toured the areas affected by the Canberra bushfire in 2003 with
then-ACT Emergency Services Agency Commissioner Mark Crosweller and Bushfire CRC
lead end user Neil Cooper. The delegation attended the Bushfire CRC Research Advisory
Forum in Sydney, met with the NSW Rural Fire Service and Fire and Rescue NSW and
participated in the International Association of Wildland Fire’s Safety Summit.

Understanding fire in our environment

The Bushfire CRC has launched a new publication, Fire Notes 101.
Covering seven years of fire knowledge, Fire Notes 101 features the
first 101 Fire Notes—background briefing papers on emerging and
new research from the Bushfire CRC. These research summaries,
covering various topics, are an invaluable contribution to aid better
understanding of fire in our environment. All Fire Notes are available at
www.bushfirecrc.com/firenotes.

FPA Australia Board visits
FPA New Zealand

FPA Australia National President
Glenn Talbot (left) and FPA NZ
National President Mitch Brown.
The Boards of the Australian and New
Zealand fire protection associations.

In October 2012 the Fire Protection Association
(FPA) Australia Board of Directors had the
opportunity to hold its regular Board meeting in
New Zealand and attend the Fire New Zealand
Conference and Exhibition. The Board also met
with the FPA New Zealand Board (below left).
This was a fantastic opportunity for FPA
Australia to strengthen ties with its Kiwi
compatriots and gain a better understanding
of the operations of their association and
the wider fire protection landscape across
Australia and New Zealand.
During the visit, FPA Australia National
President Glenn Talbot presented FPA NZ
National President Mitch Brown with a special
award recognising the strong bond between
the two organisations (above left).
FPA Australia congratulates FPA New
Zealand on a highly successful conference
and thanks it for this valued opportunity to
work closely together towards the shared
goals of both associations.

People, nature and bushfire
Historians Tom Griffiths and Christine Hansen launched their
book, Living with fire: People, nature and history in Steels Creek,
to the Steels Creek community in late November with the
support of the Bushfire CRC. Located in the Yarra Valley, Steels
Creek was hit hard by the Black Saturday bushfires in 2009.
(L–R) Victorian Fire Services Commissioner Craig Lapsley, Christine Hansen, Tom Griffiths,
Dr Richard Thornton and CFA Deputy Chief Officer Steve Warrington at the book launch.

(L–R) Murray Dudfield, New Zealand National Rural Fire Authority;
author Helen Beaglehole; and Ian Millman, New Zealand National
Rural Fire Authority, at the book launch of Fire in the hills: A history of
rural firefighting.

FIRE IN THE HILLS

Rural firefighting in New Zealand
Fire in the hills: A history of rural
firefighting by author Helen Beaglehole
explores the history of rural firefighting
and its strong bond with the broader
history and development of forest
management and policy in New Zealand.
Over 600–700 years, Maori burnt
about one-third of New Zealand’s
ground cover. In the following 70 years,
and at a devastating rate, European
settlers burnt approximately another
third as they cleared and ‘improved’ the
land. All too frequently, burn-offs became
uncontrollable conflagrations that swept
through thousands of hectares, destroying
cattle, fences, homes and livelihoods.
They also burnt mills and much-needed
timber. Yet the burning, as in other
frontier societies, remained unabated
and largely unquestioned.
Helen Beaglehole sets out the
fascinating and previously unexplored
history of how settlers’ random and
careless burning led, in 1921, to
legislation that still underpins New
Zealand’s official Policy on Wildfire.
She explores the huge public education
campaign that sought to convince all
sectors of the public that mindless
burning had to be limited or stopped.
Ms Beaglehole traces how increasingly
sophisticated firefighting technologies,
coupled with developing knowledge of
weather and fire behaviour, were used
to prevent, contain and extinguish fire.
Finally, she looks at the early Forest
Service employees who, in effect,
became the nation’s first rural firefighters,
their skills honed in the vast controlled
burns of the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s.
She describes the regime established
after the service’s demise and the issues
faced today.
FIRE AUSTRALIA
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Call for Abstracts open for AFAC2013,
Australasia’s premier emergency management
conference | Staged by the industry for the
broader emergency management community
The Call for Abstracts for the AFAC and Bushfire CRC 2013
conference has officially opened.
This year’s conference will be staged at the Melbourne
Convention and Exhibition Centre from Monday 2 to Thursday
5 September 2013. The theme, Shaping Tomorrow Together,
reflects the need for the emergency services to work
collaboratively with the community and other partners from the
education, health, business and research sectors, and all levels
of government, to shape our future. The annual conference
will be the 20th AFAC conference and the 10th Bushfire CRC
conference, marking a significant milestone for the industry.
The program will address a
number of principle topics:
The need for
transformational change
How emergency
management is responding
to future challenges
Creating public value
Large-scale disasters—what
should be done differently?
Risk management—taking a
risk-based approach for the
future.

The panel sessions were a popular addition to the research forum program.

Forum informs research

The format across the four days includes field trips on Sunday
1 September, the Bushfire CRC Research Forum on Monday 2
September, and a two-day conference program on Tuesday and
Wednesday. A one-day professional development program will be
held on Thursday.
Submissions for abstracts close Friday 15 February 2013.
To submit an abstract or for further information on the
conference, visit www.afac2013.org.

More than 75 researchers, end users, PhD students, land
managers and industry representatives attended the seventh
Bushfire CRC Research Advisory Forum on 23–24 October,
held at the NSW Rural Fire Service headquarters in Sydney.
Featured at this forum were updates on Bushfire
CRC research into firefighter health and safety, risk
communication, shared responsibility, extreme fire
development, greenhouse gas emissions and their
environmental effects, plant physiology, environmental
impacts of prescribed burns and wildfire, fire ecology and water,
economics and future fire scenarios, fuels and risk planning.
Feedback indicates that the forum was valuable for both
presenters and attendees. Presenters were able to gain feedback
and discuss research directions with end users, while attendees
valued the chance to hear progress reports on projects and
discuss how the research can be used by their organisation.
Summaries and presentations from each project are
available on the 2012 Events page at www.bushfirecrc.com.

AS 1851–2012 released and available for sale

Australian Standard 1851–2012: Routine service of fire protection systems and equipment has now been released and is available
for purchase from the FPA Australia Sales Centre.
The Standard has undergone a comprehensive review to increase the scope and ease of application across new and existing
building stock and infrastructure, while also incorporating technical improvements.
To purchase your copy of AS1851–2012 please contact shop@fpaa.com.au or call 1300 731 922.

Summit on fire safety
Fire safety was the main point of discussion at the 12th
International Wildland Fire Safety Summit held in Sydney
at the end of October. Sponsored by the Bushfire CRC, the
summit attracted more than 100 delegates from around
Australia, New Zealand, North America and Europe. The
Bushfire CRC hosted a small but popular display of research
reports and pocket field guides.
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Rocky Ansell, president of the
Alaska Fire Chiefs Department
and Safety Officer for the
State of Alaska, Department
of Natural Resources (left),
and David Bruce, Bushfire CRC
Communications Manager.
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Bulk Tanker Emergency
Responder Card
In 2009 AFAC and the National Bulk Tanker
Association (NBTA) entered into a Memorandum
of Understanding under which the parties agreed
to work towards a nationally accredited emergency
planning and response training program for the
transport industry. This goal has been a priority for
some years for fire services with a Hazmat response
obligation. Past incidents demonstrated serious
gaps in the dangerous goods transport industry’s
capability to manage their obligations to plan
for incidents involving bulk tankers and recover
their product in a safe and environmentally
appropriate way.
The NBTA has now developed an accredited
training course for industry responders in
collaboration with the Transport Industry Skills Centre
(TISC) in Canberra and Canberra and Region Oil
Industry Emergency Response Group (CROIERG).
The training course has two components: theoretical
training on legislative requirements for Transport
Emergency Response Plans (TERPs) and three
days of practical training in bulk tanker incident
response, environmental damage mitigation and
product recovery.
AFAC has agreed to support issuing a certification
card to people who successfully complete the
course. All holders of the emergency responder
cards must, in addition to successfully completing
the training course, be insured for at least $20 M
liability. Card holders must also sign a Code of
Conduct including provisions about following the
incident controller’s directions, bringing all required
equipment to the incident scene and appropriate
use of personal protective clothing (PPC). The card is
already being issued to qualified people.
The card scheme is voluntary and there is no
obligation on an incident controller to require
industry representatives to produce a card at the
scene of an emergency incident. Incident controllers
do not have to accept help from card holders.
However, incident controllers should understand
that card holders have a certain level of training and
insurance and may offer valuable assistance.
For further information on the Emergency
Responder Card contact Paul Considine, AFAC
Manager Operations, Urban Fire and State
Emergency Services, at paul.considine@afac.com.au
or 03 9419 2388.
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Inside the modern
training rooms at the FPA
Australia National Office.

FPA Australia National Office
relocation complete
The relocation of the FPA Australia National Office from
Box Hill to Building 2, 31–47 Joseph Street, Blackburn North, in
Melbourne, is now complete.
This move represents the continuing evolution of FPA
Australia into a highly relevant, contemporary industry
association with the capacity to deliver on our vision of
promoting the protection of life, property and the environment
from fire and related emergencies, for both the industry and the
wider community.
The spacious and modern facility at Blackburn North provides
the capacity for more staff. The premises also allow for providing
extra services for the Association and its members, including two
training rooms.

FPA Australia announces
Board of Directors for 2013
Trevor Voevodin, incoming
FPA Australia National
President.

FPA Australia is pleased to formally announce the
Association’s Board of Directors for 2013.
The formation of the Association’s Board was
confirmed at its meeting held on Thursday 15
November. This year the Board welcomes three new
Directors.
Changes to the Board Executive this year saw Mr
Trevor Voevodin (pictured left) take on the position of
National President, replacing Mr Glenn Talbot, who
is stepping down. Mr Bill Lea has taken on the role of
Treasurer, previously held by Mr Russell Porteous.

All-newFPAAustralia
websitenowlive

The new site features significant added
functionality to benefit members and the public.
One of these enhanced benefits is an improved
‘provider of choice’ listing that incorporates
greater searching capacity as well as Google Maps
integration, radius search by postcode and more.
Visit the new site now at www.fpaa.com.au.

Increase in application fees for
fire protection handling licences
and trading authorisations
Table 1 Inclusions to the new fee list for January to December 2013
Previous application
fee

Application fee from
1 January 2013

Extinguishing Agent Handling
Licence (2 years)

$200

$250

Extinguishing Agent Handling
Licence (1 year)

$100

$125

Extinguishing Agent Trading
Authorisation (2 years)

$300

$420

Halon Special Permit

$200

$250

Permit type

Marryatt and Lee
rooms named

One training room
has been named the
Marryatt Room, after the
Association’s Founder
and emblem of fire
protection, the late
Mr Harry W Marryatt.
The other is named the Lee
Room after Honorary Life
Member, Past President
and Advisor to the Board,
Mr Barry Lee OAM.
FPA Australia is proud to
recognise the outstanding
contributions of Mr Marryatt
and Mr Lee by naming
these rooms in their
honour.

This year Mr Chris Orr has taken on the role of Senior Vice
President and Mr Graeme Thom has taken up the position of
Junior Vice President, previously held by Mr Orr.
On top of these appointments two new Elected Directors have
also joined the Board: Mr Alf Pelliccione, Managing Director of
Ampac Technologies, and Ms Rhondel Johannessen, Managing
Director at Deltra Australia.
Mr Graham Harris, representing Chubb & Kidde, and Mr Mark
Gowans, representing Tyco & Wormald, have joined the Board.
Additionally, as was the case in 2011–12, invitations were
extended to Mr Barry Lee OAM, Mr Rob Llewellyn and Mr Peter
Johnson to continue as Advisors to the Board.
FPA Australia would like to thank Mr Glenn Talbot and Mr
Russell Porteous for their outstanding efforts. FPA Australia
acknowledges all returning Board members and welcomes all
new members to the Board. We look forward to your ongoing
support and contributions in 2013.

On 1 January 2013 application fees for fire protection handling
licences, trading authorisations and halon special permits
increased for the first time in eight years. The legislation states
the intention of the fee arrangements is for the licensing fees
to cover the cost of administering the scheme.
The Fire Protection Industry (ODS & SGG) Board began
consultations on fee increases with the industry in 2009.
Throughout, respondents have generally been supportive
of the fee increases. Respondents recognised the need for
financial sustainability to continue service provision by the Fire
Protection Industry (ODS & SGG) Board.
The regulations (Ozone Protection and Synthetic
Greenhouse Gas Regulations 1995) allowing the increase
in application fees were amended and approved on 22
November 2012.
The fee increases are necessary to meet the rising costs of
administering the licensing scheme since its inception in 2005
and are consistent with the Australian Government’s principles
for cost recovery adopted in 2002.
From 1 January 2014 the fees will increase annually in line
with the wage price index published by the Australian Bureau
of Statistics (Catalogue 6345.0). This is expected to add
approximately 3–4% each year (based on increases over the
past three years).
Inclusions to the new fee list for January to December 2013
are shown in Table 1.
Further information on the new regulations will be available
on the FPA Australia website.
For more information on fire protection handling licences
and trading authorisations, please contact Carlos Santin,
Executive Officer Ozone Protection, on 03 9890 1544 or
carlos.santin@fpaa.com.au.
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Alan Wilson wins National
NIBA Broker of the Year Award

Alan Wilson of Alan Wilson Insurance Brokers, longtime friend of FPA Australia and provider of the FPA
Australia Corporate Insurance Scheme, has won the
Inaugural National Insurance Brokers Association
(NIBA) Zürich Broker of the Year Award.
In selecting Mr Wilson as the inaugural recipient
of the award, the judges were impressed by his
emphasis on the need for brokers to work closely
with their clients to identify and minimise their risk
exposures. In an emotional acceptance speech, Mr
Wilson said becoming an insurance broker was the
best decision he ever made.
“I enjoy the challenge of the job, trying to make
a difference working for our clients,” he said. “I’m
humbled to win this award and all of us on this stage
today, we’re all winners.”
The award, which aims to recognise highperforming NIBA brokers, was presented at the
Association’s convention on the Gold Coast.
Alan will receive an all-expenses paid trip for two
to the US in April, 2013, to attend the Zürich Classic
of New Orleans golf event on the PGA Tour as well as
the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival.
The Broker of the Year finalists were:
NSW—Spyros Stathakis, Director, Warren
Saunders Insurance Brokers
Qld—Peter Roberts, Director, Assurity
SA/NT—Gary Okely, General Manager of Risk
Services, Jardine Lloyd Thompson
WA—Ashton George, Regional Director, EBM
Insurance
VIC—Alan Wilson, Alan Wilson Insurance Brokers
FPA Australia congratulates Alan on this
well-deserved acknowledgement of his outstanding
and dedicated work over many years.

Three cheers

Gary Morgan (left) presents
the research utilisation award
to the Tasmania Parks and
Wildlife Service’s Adrian Pyrke.

Bushfire CRC
student Rachel
Carter receives an
IAWF scholarship
from IAWF Board
Member Ron
Steffens.

Bushfire CRC PhD
student David Barton
(left) receives his award
for best poster at the
AFAC and Bushfire
CRC conference from
Dr Richard Thornton,
Bushfire CRC Deputy
CEO and Research
Director.
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The Bushfire CRC introduced a
new award at the annual AFAC
and Bushfire CRC conference,
held in Perth in August. The
Excellence in Utilisation of
Bushfire CRC Research Award
acknowledges agencies
demonstrating effective uptake
of Bushfire CRC research into a
business. The Tasmania Parks
and Wildlife Service won the
inaugural award for its use
of Bushfire CRC expertise in
working towards changing
workplace culture to become a
high-reliability organisation.
The Bushfire CRC was
also pleased to commend the
efforts in research utilisation at
the Western Australian Fire and
Emergency Services Authority
(now the Department of Fire
and Emergency Services), the
NSW Rural Fire Service and the
ACT Parks and Conservation
Service.
Congratulations also to
Bushfire CRC PhD student
Rachel Carter (La Trobe
University), who was presented
with a scholarship by the
International Association
of Wildland Fire (IAWF) for
her research into insurance
and fire.

looking for

distributors

We are proud to introduce to the Australian market the Firetec compact line system.
The Firetec compact line (CLS) foam mist system is a state of the art fully autonomous
compact extinguishing system designed to provide asset and personnel protection
on small to medium size plant machinery, Road registered vehicles, Bus and truck
and Mines approved vehicles.
Features include:
• Compact all in one system
• Automatic and manual
actuation options
• O.E.M applications
• Easy retro-fit
• Easy to maintain
• No external power needed
• System monitoring and machine
shut down capable
Australian Owned and
Perfect for motor vehicles but not restricted to, the CLS is perfect
for the
protection
Operated
Group
of Companies
of emergency generator sets, wind turbines, pleasure craft. In fact any application
where fire protection is a necessity and real estate is an issue, CLS has you covered.

Fire

Fire Industries

Contact a Bulbeck fire representative today and ask about Firetec compact line systems or visit our
Owned and Operated Group of Companies
website www.bulbeckfiresuppression.com.au to view a Australian
demonstration.
BULBECK GROUP OF COMPANIES
4 Channel Road, Mayfield West NSW 2304
P: 02 49152566 F: 02 49276641
E: suppression@bulbeck.com.au

Australian Owned and
Operated Group of Companies

Fire Suppression
systems

FIRE AUSTRALIA CONFERENCE WRAP

Fire Australia 2012
brings together
key industry players

The Fire Australia Conference and Exhibition for 2012 has come and gone with three days
of thought-provoking topics, diverse speakers, interactive workshops, all the fun of the
Conference Dinner and a highly engaging debate on a key issue facing the industry. This
article presents a summary of some of the highlights of the conference and exhibition.

Day 1

Wednesday 14 November
Opening—Victorian Fire Services
Commissioner Craig Lapsley

The conference and exhibition provided attendees
with a strong two and a half day program. There was a
wide range of highly engaging local and international
speakers. These included Brendan MacGrath, FM Global;
Dr Morgan Hurley, Society of Fire Protection Engineers
(SFPE); Dr Jim Milke, University of Maryland; and Bruce
Mullen, National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), all
from the US. Also presenting were Dr Paula Beever from
the New Zealand Fire Commission and Professor José
Torero, formerly from Edinburgh but now at the University
of Queensland in Brisbane, among many others.
This year the conference attracted around 800 people
across the three days, including almost 300 delegates,
400 trade show attendees and more than 40 unique
exhibitors across 59 eye-catching exhibition booths.
If you were not able to attend the conference, you can
order a copy of the proceedings on USB from the FPA
Australia events team at events@fpaa.com.au.
To obtain an application form for continuing
professional development purposes or to view the full
range of photos from the Conference Dinner, please visit
www.fireaustralia.com.au.
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Victorian Fire Services Commissioner
Craig Lapsley formally opened the first
session of the conference proceedings.
Mr Lapsley was uniquely positioned
to set the scene for the 2012 conference.
His role as Victorian Fire Services
Commissioner was a recommendation
of the Royal Commission into the 2009
Black Saturday bushfires. In 2010, Craig
was appointed as the first Fire Services
Commissioner for Victoria. The Fire
Services Commissioner has legislative
responsibility to provide leadership to the
three fire services—Country Fire Authority
(CFA), Department of Sustainability and
Environment (DSE) and Metropolitan
Fire Brigade (MFB). The Fire Services
Commissioner is the senior operational
firefighter in Victoria, with control over
major fires as the State Fire Controller.
Mr Lapsley spoke about the important
need for integration of the community
into all levels of emergency management.
He spoke of his vision for an all-hazards,
all-agencies approach in Victoria. These
important issues played well into the
overall theme of the conference as well as
the day’s keynote speaker.

Keynote presentation—Brendan
MacGrath, International Standards
and Codes, FM Global, France

Based in Paris, Brendan MacGrath is
manager of the international codes and
standards group at FM Global, a position
he has held since 2007. Mr MacGrath is
responsible for overseeing the company’s

Keynote presenter
Brendan MacGrath, FM
Global, France.

Andrew Comer (left)
and Chris Orr.

efforts to support building code and
installation standard organisations outside
of North America. Since joining FM Global
in 1994, Mr MacGrath has worked as a loss
prevention consultant in Barcelona, Spain,
specialising in chemical risks and as a chief
engineering technical specialist serving
clients in France, Benelux and Iberia.
Mr MacGrath’s presentation focused
strongly on the true cost of fire once
all factors are considered, rather than
just the material costs such as property
damage, business interruption or loss of
life. These ‘unseen’ considerations include
(but are not limited to) life safety factors,
business continuity, reputation, livelihoods,
environment and community.
Mr MacGrath then reviewed each
of these concepts in detail and noted
the dramatic impact of many of these
consequences that often goes unrecorded in
traditional fire analysis. He described this
as a ‘tip of the iceberg’ concept, where only
a very small portion of the total impact of
fires is ever properly understood by society.
He then pointed to the need for more
sustainable development in modern
construction from a fire point of view,
including pointing to some of the merits
and consequences of ‘green construction’.
He reviewed some of the risk factors
associated with current construction
methods in relation to major fire incidents.

Burn demonstration

An important and dramatic video
was shown to conference attendees,
demonstrating the life safety performance
of residential sprinklers compared to
conditions where no sprinklers were fitted.
This presentation was in support of
the Home Fire Sprinkler Coalition, a
collaboration between FPA Australia and
other industry bodies. The coalition is

calling for consideration of sprinklers in
new housing developments. In particular,
the coalition identifies major residential
apartment developments under 25 metres,
which currently do not require sprinklers
under the Building Code of Australia.

VIP Dinner awards

The VIP Dinner is traditionally held on
the first evening of the Fire Australia
conference. The dinner featured a number
of important awards this year.
Hosted by FPA Australia CEO Scott
Williams, the event began by individually
recognising all FPA Australia Platinum
members for their important contributions to
the Association. Then, following the main meal,
the three individual awards were announced.
FPA Australia congratulates Andrew
Comer, Glenn Talbot and Peter Brooks for
their outstanding achievements and service
to the Association, the fire protection
industry and the community.

RON COFFEY AWARD
—ANDREW COMER

The Ron Coffey Award recognises the
highest academic result in the Diploma
of Bushfire Protection offered by the
University of Western Sydney. Mr Comer,
who serves as Regional Chief, Tasmania
Fire Service, has had a long history with
FPA Australia going back to the mid-1990s.
After the Black Saturday fires in 2009,
Andrew undertook the Graduate Diploma.
It is for his outstanding efforts achieving
the highest results in the course that he has
received this prestigious award.
Mr Chris Orr presented the Ron
Coffey Award.

MERITORIOUS SERVICE AWARD
—GLENN TALBOT

The Meritorious Service Award is given

Glenn Talbot (left) and
Trevor Voevodin.

Victorian
Emergency
Services
Commissioner
Mr Michael
Hallowes (left)
and Peter
Brooks.

to a member who has made a significant
contribution to the Association, and
which requires special acknowledgement.
Mr Talbot has been a member of FPA
Australia for close to two decades and
has also been part of the Victorian State
Divisional Committee for many years. Mr
Talbot joined the FPA Australia Board of
Directors in 2006 and became National
President in 2010. He owns and operates
his own successful business and will be
missed by all FPA Australia members and
staff as he steps down from the board and
the role of National President.
Mr Trevor Voevodin presented the
Meritorious Service Award.

AV VISCOGLIOSI AWARD
—PETER BROOKS

The AV Viscogliosi Award for Fire Safety
Excellence recognises those individuals
who have had a significant involvement
in the technical work of FPA Australia
and associated activities such as industry
and government, and Australian and
international standards. Mr Brooks,
founder of Brooks Australia, has made
fire protection his career and passion for
almost 30 years. During all this time he
has been a strong supporter of FPA
Australia, providing both financial and
in-kind support.
Brooks Australia is a long-standing
Platinum member of FPA Australia,
with staff actively involved at all levels
within the Association. Today Brooks
Australia’s product range extends from
smoke alarms to fully integrated fire
detection systems. The company is
recognised as a leader in residential
fire safety.
The AV Viscogliosi Award was
presented by Victorian Emergency Services
Commissioner Mr Michael Hallowes.
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Lawrence
Reddaway.

Keynote presenter
Professor José
Torero, University
of Queensland.

Peter Johnson.

Day 2

Thursday 15 November
Keynote presentation—Professor José
Torero, School of Civil Engineering,
University of Queensland

Cost reduction, optimisation, sustainability
and fire safety—is this an oxymoron?
Professor José L Torero brought an
incredible amount of fire safety research
and experience to the conference.
Professor Torero is the BRE Trust/RAEng
Professor of Fire Safety Engineering,
Director of the BRE Centre for Fire Safety
Engineering, Fellow of the Royal Academy
of Engineering and the Royal Society
of Edinburgh, the 2008 recipient of the
Arthur B Guise Medal from the Society
of Fire Protection Engineering and the
2011 recipient of the Rasbash Medal from
the Institution of Fire Engineers (UK) for
eminent achievement in the advancement
of the science of fire safety.
Professor Torero’s presentation
addressed the current regime of fire safety
strategies around the world and compared
them with the contemporary drive in
modern construction for innovation,
optimisation and sustainability. It was
easily one of the most talked about at
the conference.
He first mapped out the existing ‘one
size fits all’ approach to fire safety in most
developed countries, which is designed
for ‘implicit performance’ and includes a
standardisation of space and emergency
response. He then outlined how this
regime was leading to a loss of function
and compromised aesthetics, did not
identify mistakes and waste, and was
ultimately unsustainable.
Professor Torero challenged those in
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Andre Mierzwa.

the fire safety design community to get
involved earlier in projects, take a holistic
approach, better understand materials
and highlight sustainability issues. He
outlined how tomorrow’s fire safety
strategies must be focused on ‘design for
explicit performance’ in order to become
sustainable. He explained that this was
lacking currently because of the reactive
approach to meeting codes and regulations
or engineering solutions.
He noted that the problem of fire safety
is highly complex, and professionals and
authorities are not always educated to make
the correct choices. However, at the same
time there is a perception that the issue of
fire safety is being managed correctly, and
therefore opportunities for improvement
are not being pursued despite great
potential for advancement.

The great debate: The cost of fire—
anticipation versus consequences

A vigorous debate on achieving the right
balance between fire prevention and fire
response in Australia was without doubt a
conference highlight.
The debate addressed the motion:
‘Australian authorities spend excessive
resources on anticipation of fire and fail
to adequately recognise the impact and
consequences of fire’. It featured a strong
and diverse panel.
Supporting the motion was Mr
Lawrence Reddaway, experienced fire
engineer and expert witness in building
disputes related to fire protection, and Mr
Peter Johnson, ARUP Fellow, experienced
fire engineer and FPA Australia Past
National President.
Opposing the motion were Mr Andre
Mierzwa, Chief Engineering Technical
Specialist at FM Global, who brought
four decades of technical expertise and

Mingling and merriment
at the Conference Dinner.

Graeme Thom.

understanding to the debate, and Mr
Graeme Thom, experienced fire officer,
current Brisbane City Fire Commander
and Junior Vice President and Director of
FPA Australia.
Both teams put their positions very
convincingly, and the session led to
one of the most engaging and interactive
panel sessions ever seen at a Fire
Australia conference.
Above all else, the debate highlighted a
critical lack of information or data on the
losses and costs of fire events in Australia
compared with some other countries.
As a result of this debate, one of the
three major resolutions of the conference
was a national approach to fire data
collection, analysis and dissemination and
a need for FPA Australia or some other
body to be charged with this critical fire
safety task.

Conference Dinner

The 2012 Conference Dinner was again a
highlight, with a wonderful evening of fine
food, refreshments and plenty of laughs
courtesy of acclaimed Australian stand-up
comedian Tom Gleeson (pictured).
The dinner raised over $7,000 for
the Burns Unit at the Melbourne Royal
Children’s Hospital. FPA Australia would
like to thank all those who donated auction
items or gave generously on the night.

Day 3

Friday 16 November
Keynote presentation—Greg Buckley,
Jonathan Barnett and Matthew Wright
Fire safety in multi-storey residential
buildings—have we got it right?
The need for a closer look at the rules

Keynote presenter
Matthew Wright,
Chief Technical
Officer, FPA
Australia.
2012 Platinum Conference
and exhibition sponsors,
Coopers Fire.
Comedian
Tom Gleeson.

Keynote presenter
Greg Buckley,
Assistant Director,
Built Environment and
Research, Fire and
Rescue NSW.

Keynote presenter
Jonathan Barnett,
Technical Director,
Olsson Fire &
Risk, and Society
of Fire Safety
Representative.

2012 Platinum Conference
and exhibition sponsors
Boss Fire & Safety.

around residential fire safety was brought
into the spotlight by the tragic events of 6
September 2012 when a fire on the fifth
floor of an apartment block in Bankstown,
Sydney, forced two people to jump for their
lives. Tragically, one person was killed and
the other seriously injured.
This keynote presentation, with three
presenters, reviewed the incident at
Bankstown. All speakers had personally
attended the apartment after the fire.
The three speakers highlighted the
rapid increase in population density in
Australia’s major cities and Australia’s
ongoing population growth. They noted
that the shift to higher density living
meant that residential fires often have
a greater community impact. They also
pointed to the community expectation that
new buildings constructed in Australia
were designed, checked, approved and
maintained to comply—and importantly,
that this compliance was perceived to mean
safety for occupants.
The speakers addressed issues of access
and egress, detection, fire resistance and
separation, suppression and the contentious
‘25-metre rule’ contained in the current
Building Code of Australia (BCA).
They then announced a joint feasibility
study to support a proposal for change to
the BCA regarding the requirements for
multi-storey residential buildings.
The presentation attracted significant
media attention. Articles in major daily
newspapers noted the importance of the
feasibility study.
In addition, this presentation influenced
one of the conference resolutions—the
development of an industry-wide strategy
on residential buildings under 25 m.
The presentation generated vibrant and
engaging discussion into the merits of
the current fire safety rules in multi-unit

apartment dwellings and of fire sprinklers
in residential apartments.

Exhibition awards

The exhibition component of Fire Australia
2012 was easily the best yet, with many
delegates commenting on the high levels of
innovation, interactivity and overall quality
of the booths on show.
As is tradition at Fire Australia
conferences and exhibitions, a small
awards presentation on the final day
recognised the outstanding exhibitors.
This year, Brooks Australia took out
the award for Best Exhibit, as judged by a
mystery international guest speaker, while
Tyco received the Exhibitors Choice Award
for their immensely impressive display.
Long-time contributor to Fire Australia
magazine, conference speaker and CEO of
FireWize Russell Porteous received the Best
Article Award for his long-running and
informative series of articles ‘Principles of
fire safety’ (read Part 9(ii) on page 26).
FPA Australia proudly congratulates
Brooks, Tyco and Mr Porteous on their
well-deserved awards.
 FIRE RULES
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Resolutions

At the closing address, along with the
announcement of the exhibition award
recipients, the following conference
resolutions were announced. FPA Australia
thanks everyone who participated in the
conference over the three days to help
generate these important resolutions.
1 The need for more research and
collection of performance and cost data
for fire safety.
2 The development of an industrywide strategy on residential
buildings under 25 m.
3 The need for greater
collaboration on home
fire safety, especially
the importance of home
fire sprinklers.

Special thanks
and Sydney 2013

FPA Australia thanks all sponsors
of the Fire Australia 2012 Conference
and Exhibition. These include Platinum
sponsors Boss Fire & Safety and Coopers
Fire (pictured), Alan Wilson Insurance
Brokers, FlameStop, Fire Protection
Technologies, Kidde Australia, Exova,
Chubb, Brooks, Sellys, Hochiki, First 5
Minutes, Ampac and Pertronic Industries.
FPA Australia would also like to thank the
Fire Australia organising committee, all
speakers, delegates and guests for making
the conference and exhibition such a
huge success. We look forward to seeing
you all again at Fire Australia 2013.
Next year the conference and exhibition
will be held from 20 to 22 November 2013
at the Sydney Convention and Exhibition
Centre. The conference theme will be
The Journey to Professionalism and more
details will become available over coming
months at www.fireaustralia.com.au.
PAGE 1 of 1
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Fire Notes—a shared resource of fire knowledge
Fire Notes are a critical resource produced by the Bushfire CRC in conjunction
with the Australasian Fire and Emergency Service Authorities Council (AFAC).
Each Fire Note aims to summarise progress on a piece of research in plain
language that most readers can understand. Importantly, a Fire Note can act
as a springboard to further investigation; no single Fire Note is intended as a
complete reference on the topic.

By Dr Richard Thornton,
Bushfire CRC Deputy
CEO and Research
Director
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irst published in late 2005 and now numbering
more than 100, Fire Notes remain a central tenet of
both the research utilisation and communications
strategies of the Bushfire CRC. Each broadly outlines a
research area, which for many readers is sufficient. For
a more complete understanding of the research, each
Fire Note points to the published scientific literature
and further reading.
Each Fire Note is distributed across Australasia and
internationally to more than 400 individuals by email;
these people are leaders in fire, land and emergency
service agencies, research organisations, government
and members of the public. Each Fire Note is also
placed on the Bushfire CRC website and the AFAC
Knowledge Web for public access.

Fire Notes with impact

Fire Notes that cover topics of particular importance
include bushfire outlooks, shared responsibility, fire
weather and firefighters, among others.

BUSHFIRE OUTLOOK

Fire Notes—an evolution

Fire Notes first concentrated mainly on industry topics
(chemicals, prescribed fire, smoke) and included a section
on how the research would help address the topic. They
soon evolved so that a Fire Note is now equally about the
research underway and how it can be used by the sector.
This evolution has mirrored the influence of
the Bushfire CRC within the broader industry. For
example, the first Fire Note in late 2005 addressed the
use of chemicals in firefighting operations—a topic
still relevant today. The Fire Note discussed the broad

Every year, before the northern and southern
Australian fire seasons, the Bushfire CRC has brought
together fire managers from all jurisdictions with
Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) scientists. The final
agreed national seasonal outlook is communicated in a
Fire Note and used by governments and fire managers
to harness resources and decide on community
awareness campaigns for the upcoming season.
Fire Note 5 in September 2006 saw the first seasonal
bushfire outlook for Australia; it was a time well into
the growing drought in Australia and illustrated that
most of the coastal areas around Australia had above
average fire potential for the upcoming fire season.
Since then, there has been much discussion about the
interpretation of these bushfire outlooks—are the same
areas always ‘above normal’, what does ‘normal activity’
actually mean, why does rainfall have a varying
effect on fire potential, what does it mean for regions
bordering above and normal activity areas?
An examination of the combined national outlooks
covering the period from the first outlook in 2006 to

issues with only a passing reference to research that
was underway. By Fire Note 3 the topic of bushfire
smoke was addressed: a topic that would be touched
on a further seven times in Fire Notes through various
ongoing research projects, illustrating the importance
of this issue from environmental, public health and
firefighter health and safety perspectives.

the outlook produced a few months ago is revealing.
A close analysis of these Fire Note maps highlights
many interesting trends in bushfires across Australia,
most of which are linked to the broader climatic
drivers of moisture, and hence fuel type and fuel
availability. For example, between 2006 and around
2010, the areas declared above average for fire potential
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were mainly in the forested regions around the coast of
Australia. But from around 2010 onwards, there was a
marked shift to the central areas of Australia recording
above average conditions, driven by the high grass fuel
loads following extensive rainfall and floods across the
inland. This also highlights the importance of related
research in changing climate, vegetation classification
and fuel moisture—as summarised in other Fire Notes.
By 2010, New Zealand had joined in with the
development of a seasonal outlook examining the
likely scenarios for the upcoming fire season, based on
the now well-understood methodology developed in
Australia through the Bushfire CRC Fire Notes.

Prescribed fire was one of the original focus areas of
the Bushfire CRC and much has been written and
delivered, each piece adding to the complex jigsaw
involved in managing the Australian landscape.
This touched on matters of ecology and biodiversity,
fire behaviour, fire and fuel management, and risk
management. The Bushfire CRC has contributed
to books on this topic including Burning issues;
Flammable Australia; and Culture, ecology and
economy of fire management in North Australian
savannas. Also, 27 Fire Notes have been published
in this area.

SHARED RESPONSIBILITY

AIRCRAFT

Another interesting trend started with what, in
hindsight, is an iconic topic. Fire Note 6 in October
2006 highlighted the importance of sharing
responsibility with the community regarding bushfire
safety, in particular the legal aspects associated with
delivering advice to the public. This Fire Note came
from a joint meeting of researchers, lawyers and
members of land management and emergency response
agencies just prior to the 2006 AFAC and Bushfire CRC
conference in Melbourne. It is interesting to see how
prophetic some of these discussions were, given the
importance that policy and legal research now carries
and the resonance of shared responsibility following the
Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission.

FIRE WEATHER

Fire Notes have summarised research addressing some
of the drivers of extreme fire behaviour, including
an examination of the passage of cold fronts over
a fireground (Fire Note 54 and 15 others covering
different aspects). Some of this work is now embedded
into the BoM’s severe forecaster knowledge base.

COMMUNITY SAFETY

More than 25 Fire Notes cover aspects of community
safety. The most recent returned to the issues discussed
in that very early Fire Note, with Fire Note 82 (above
left) looking at the research behind fire law and Fire
Note 97 discussing mainstreaming fire and emergency
management into broader policy areas.

The work of the Bushfire CRC has enabled fire and
land management agencies to make more informed
decisions regarding the use and purchase of aerial
firefighting resources (Fire Notes 38 and 50). For
example, through the evaluation of the DC-10 air
tanker, the Victorian Government decided to not
contract the plane in the following fire season,
potentially saving the state $10 million per year.

FIREFIGHTERS

The volunteer-based fire agencies have changed how
they manage volunteers to take into account the work
of the Bushfire CRC to ensure that Australians will
be protected by volunteers in the coming years. In
addition, the health and safety of volunteers and paid
firefighters has been improved through the extensive
work conducted by the Bushfire CRC.

A decade of achievements at the Bushfire CRC

The Bushfire CRC was established in 2003 following
the bushfires that burnt in and around Sydney in
the 2001–02 fire season. It was established to build
research capacity in Australia and New Zealand, to
better understand aerial suppression
of bushfires and to examine issues
around prescribed fire. The Bushfire
CRC also established the first national
approach to social science research in
the fire sector.
It was recognised then, as much as
today, that there was a critical need to
better understand the multi-factorial
elements of fire management. If this
is not done, then people will die
unnecessarily, infrastructure and assets
will be lost, and the environment will
be damaged irreparably; this is not a
point of debate. The Bushfire CRC is
the only nationally coordinated research
organisation that is drawing together
the best researchers across Australia,
New Zealand and from around the world to address
the complex and fundamental issues around fire.
Furthermore, most of the research of the Bushfire
CRC is having a profound impact on the broader
management of all natural hazards.
A critical reason for the establishment of the
Bushfire CRC was the dwindling number of specialised
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researchers in this area of national importance. Many
of Australia’s pioneering researchers had retired or were
shortly due to retire and there were few researchers
following up. This was a national crisis—in one of the
most fire-prone regions in the world. The Bushfire CRC
set about rectifying this problem and, during the first
seven years, the Bushfire CRC funded to completion
around 43 PhD students. In the current extension
research program, the Bushfire CRC is funding a
further 45 PhD students. Many completed PhDs are
complemented by a Fire Note based on the research thesis.
During this time, more than 100 research fellows
and other researchers were funded for periods of
three years or more, greatly boosting the capability for
research in Australia and New Zealand.
Although much of this output is captured in Fire
Notes, this ongoing capacity is brittle and reliant on
further funding to maintain the momentum. Many
of the skills developed by the Bushfire CRC to
address the issues of national importance around
disaster management are also in high demand in other
related sectors. The researchers will be quickly absorbed
The national seasonal
bushfire outlook is
communicated widely
through a Fire Note.
An analysis of past
outlooks shows the
changes in bushfire
potential over the years
across Australia.

Seasonal outlooks
Seasonal
Summer
2006-07 outlooks
Seasonal
outlooks
Summer 2006-07
Summer 2006-07

Above normal fire potential
Above
normal
potential
Below
normal
firefire
potential
Below
normal
fire
potential
Above
normal
fire
potential

Summer 2007-08
Summer 2007-08
Summer 2007-08

Above normal
Below
normal
Above
normal
Below normal
Above normal
Below normal

Below normal fire potential

Summer 2008-09
Summer 2008-09
Summer 2008-09

Summer 2009-10
Summer 2009-10
Summer 2009-10

Above normal
Above
normal
Below
normal
Below
normal
Above
normal
Below normal

Summer 2010-11
Summer 2010-11
Summer 2010-11

Summer 2011-12
Summer 2011-12
Summer 2011-12

Above normal activity 11/12
Below normal activity 11/12
Abovenormal
normalactivity
activity11/12
11/12
Normal
Below normal activity 11/12
Normal
normal
activity
11/12
Above
normal
activity
11/12
Below normal activity 11/12
Normal normal activity 11/12
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into other fields if no further funding is available,
representing a loss to the critical resource of fire research.

Future research

We have now issued over 100 Fire Notes. There
are already a further 60 Fire Notes scheduled for
publication over the next 12 months. These will cover
the current research program and highlight the key
findings and potential uses of the research.
It is critically important for all fire, land
management and emergency services to realise that
although Fire Notes have bushfire as a focus, many are
equally relevant to other hazards and disasters. This
is particularly true of those focusing on community
preparedness, warnings, occupational health and safety,
insurance and law. In fact, in many cases, the work
being conducted through the Bushfire CRC on many
of these broader topics will be the only academic work
on which to inform policy and practice.
There are still many areas where the Bushfire CRC
has only just touched the surface and more work is
needed. In particular, there are many areas that share
common ground, particularly in the links between
fire and flood where community issues are similar,
response issues and incident management are similar,
and recovery issues have commonality.
Australian Government funding for the current
Bushfire CRC research program was shaped exclusively
around issues related to the Black Saturday bushfires in
2009. At the time, it made perfect sense to target shortterm funding directly at the issues most pertinent to those
fires. This funding wraps up at the end of June 2013.
But now, nearly four years on, far more knowledge
is needed to deal with bushfires across the country
amid fast-moving changes in community values,
demographics, climate and technology. The connections
between emergency management of bushfires, cyclones,
floods and other natural hazards are now more obvious.
Both the Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission
and the Victorian Senate recommended the
establishment of a national centre for ongoing bushfire
research. While many of the other recommendations
have been publicly discussed and acted on, this
recommendation is still outstanding.
Just prior to Black Saturday, an extensive
research agendum was submitted to the Australian
Government’s CRC Committee for a CRC with an
eight-year research program. Much of the research
agendum, which was defined as ‘critical’ by Bushfire
CRC partners, remains untouched. Australasia’s chiefs
with fire and emergency responsibilities warned in
2008 that existing fire management practices, at all
levels, are not sustainable in today’s changing world.
Although agencies continue to adapt to the pressures
as they arise, they fear that these pressures could
combine unpredictably to make their current strategies
ineffective under extreme circumstances. It is likely that
this would occur at a time when the community is most
vulnerable—during a major emergency—resulting in
catastrophic societal, environmental and economic loss.
There is still more to know, more to do, more
questions to ask, and more Fire Notes to inform.
All Bushfire CRC Fire Notes can be found at
www.bushfirecrc.com/firenotes.
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NEW EMA DIRECTOR-GENERAL

Fresh
challenges
for new EMA
Chief

New EMA DirectorGeneral Mark
Crosweller.
By Alastair Wilson

The Australian Government’s peak disaster coordination body, Emergency
Management Australia, has a new Director-General in Mark Crosweller, who is
eager to bring some progressive views to the national emergency environment.

I

n moving across from his role as Commissioner
of the ACT’s Emergency Services Agency (ESA)
to the position of Director-General of Emergency
Management Australia (part of the federal AttorneyGeneral’s Department), Mark Crosweller said he
hopes some of his almost 30 years of involvement and
experience in the emergency sector will equip him
to make a useful contribution at the national level.
He also hopes to contribute to the political
arena on behalf of the industry. He took up his
new role in December replacing Cam Darby, who
retired in September.
“It has been emerging for some time that there
is a more definitive role for the federal government
in emergency management,” said Mr Crosweller.
“This is especially the case as we are seeing a scale
and complexity of natural disasters that calls for a
greater level of federal leadership and participation
in capability building, planning, cross-border
arrangements and facilitating discussion and
development of a range of strategically significant
issues and solutions.”
Mr Crosweller led the ACT’s collective of
emergency services since early 2010, having been
Assistant Commissioner in the NSW Rural Fire Service
(RFS) for some years. Mr Crosweller has had a long
connection to the RFS, having joined as a volunteer
firefighter in 1985 in North Sydney’s Warringah–
Pittwater–Terrey Hills region at age 20. He maintained
this role until he moved to the RFS staff in time for the
devastating NSW fires of 1994.
From a lifetime’s fascination with the effects of
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weather, Mr Crosweller admits that bushfire has been
his focus. “At age 15, I remember the huge Duffy’s
Forest–Terrey Hills fires. I rode my bike along a fire
trail and watched this incredible phenomenon move
across the land.” An early apprenticeship in structural
engineering became the basis for building a wide
understanding of the effects of weather. “This work
taught me complex analytical skills which I’ve been
able to transfer into fire management,” he said.
The extensive 1994 fires were “a life forming
experience” he observes. “These fires were a watershed
time for the Rural Fire Service. In fact, they were a
turning point in the capability of emergency services
generally in NSW. They highlighted some big
deficiencies in coordination and management, with
a coronial inquiry eventually mapping out just how
much had to be done. I was in the right place at the
right time and became heavily involved assisting to
implement change.”
In the 1990s he also took on the role of State Emergency
Service (SES) controller for his local government area.
He has since maintained a strong involvement in the
SES, especially with the 1998 Wollongong floods, the
Sydney hailstorm in 1999 and major flooding events
elsewhere in NSW. “Natural hazards have been a
significant part of my entire adult life,” he added.
Before coming to the role as ACT’s ESA
Commissioner, Mr Crosweller had a strong link with
the capital. During the 2003 Canberra bushfires he
was the NSWRFS liaison officer based in the city to
link his agency with local authorities. This, he said,
was a testing time for every agency involved, with

Canberrans forced to understand the inevitability of
such catastrophic fires.

Residual risk and inevitability of disaster

This theme of the inevitability of natural disaster has
been a significant one for Mark Crosweller and is
now one of his prime messages to governments, the
community, business and politicians. “Out of the 2003
Canberra fires and more recently from Black Saturday
in Victoria, it has become much clearer that we cannot
resist the inevitable. It is an absolute false premise to
think that these events will not happen.
“As a society we very much have to understand
this inevitability of natural disaster, particularly
catastrophic fire and extreme weather conditions.
If we keep talking in the language of ‘possibilities’,
‘probabilities’ or the ‘likelihood’ of fire and storms, the
message becomes confused for the public. It gives some
people false hope and an excuse not to do anything
in preparation. You can’t negate risk; you can only
ameliorate it. I have found that many people initially
become incensed when I talk about the inevitability
factor. But then they quickly move to the space of

‘what can I do about it?’ And that’s where we want
people to be, because they can do a lot. Those who
come to accept inevitability are more likely to plan
and prepare and therefore have a far greater chance of
survival—physically and emotionally.”
During his time at ESA Mr Crosweller has led
growth and the stability of the local emergency
agencies. He was quick to contribute his officers to
the Australian Urban Search and Rescue (USAR)
contingent to 2011’s Christchurch and Japan
earthquakes. And he deployed over 200 SES, fire
and rescue and mapping specialists to Queensland
during Tropical Cyclone Yasi and that state’s extensive
flooding in 2011. “My own visits to Queensland to
observe the recovery in Grantham, Ipswich, Brisbane
city, Mission Beach and Tully was an enlightening
experience,” he said. “I saw how the agencies worked
together, especially with their public information
dissemination and how they operated in the political
sphere … with the interaction between the executive
level of government and the administrative level.”
On the local scene the major chemical explosion
and factory fire in Canberra’s northern industrial
Mark Crosweller
talks to an ACTSES
member during the
Queensland floods.
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suburb of Mitchell in September 2011 laid extreme
pressure on his agency’s services. However, this same
incident drew much public commendation for the
way ESA handled the risky situation. He said the hard
work his team had put in earlier to build strong liaison
with the business community, the media, other ACT
agencies and politicians paid off in the way everyone
cooperated to ensure minimal community impact from
that emergency.
Mr Crosweller contributed to various national
committees and bodies during his tenure with the
ACT’s emergency agency, including the Australia and
New Zealand Emergency Management Committee
(ANZEMC) and the Board of the Australasian Fire and
Emergency Service Authorities Council (AFAC).

New role, fresh challenges

Mr Crosweller accepts that his new role will include
some fresh challenges. In Emergency Management
Australia, he is responsible for the national Crisis
Coordination Centre (CCC) in Canberra where
his focus will be on coordinating the Australian
Government’s disaster response support to state and
territory emergency response agencies. This could be
involvement with, for example, tasking defence assets
in the case of cyclones, catastrophic storms and floods,
or working with national health or animal agencies if a
pandemic occurs.
The national CCC also becomes involved in
managing our country’s support activities when
a foreign government requests Australia to
provide disaster assistance. This can include working
with AusAID to provide help to Pacific nations
if cyclones and tsunamis hit, and aiding near
neighbours in times of crisis, such as managing
the USAR teams that went to help New Zealand’s
earthquake response effort.
Mr Crosweller believes our political leaders
definitely have an increasing role to play. “Emergency
agency people have to learn more about this and
adapt accordingly,” he added. “And increasingly,
our ministers want to be closely connected. The
public expects a seamless approach from all levels
of government and emergency services in response
to major disasters and our arrangements need to
ensure that this is achieved.” One of the new DirectorGeneral’s functions will be to report to the Standing
Committee of Police and Emergency Ministers as it
considers high-level issues.
“Natural disasters demand unity between all levels
of the emergency sector—from response officers and
administrators through to senior public servants and
politicians. And we must maintain a high level of public
confidence.” He believes it is when these elements are
separated that problems can occur, a result brought out
in reviews and inquiries in recent years.
On the international front he believes there are
a number of contributions Australia can make.
Summarising recent activity, Mr Crosweller said, “Our
USAR capability is second to none. We have a top
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medical-assist capacity and we have already supplied
assistance in firefighting to many parts of the
world including the US and Canada.” He said
research flowing from the Bushfire CRC is
world-class, our ability to engage with communities
and activate a huge and well-trained volunteer
workforce is envied overseas, and we lead globally
when it comes to developing legislative processes
around disaster management.
A new function for the new Director-General will
be participation in the national security arena, working
alongside other national agencies such as the Federal
Police, Customs, Immigration and Foreign Affairs and
Trade. “The marrying of a counter-terrorism capability
with the emergency management sector is maturing to
the point where ‘all hazards’ truly means ALL hazards,”
he said. “Perhaps there is a lessening historically of
such a clear delineation between counter-terrorism
and emergency management. We’ve had to develop
our own national understanding of global national
security issues, particularly since 2001, and I believe we
are now well across this. There’s wide acceptance that
natural disasters kill more people and cause a much
broader impact than a counter-terrorism event.
A more uniform approach makes sense and I’d like to
see us pushing towards a totally integrated capability.”
Mr Crosweller’s involvement over a number of
years with the development of emergency management
policy will no doubt become useful in his new
role, where strategic disaster management policy is
formulated for the national government, and disaster
recovery funding is provided to affected jurisdictions.
A spokesperson for the Attorney-General’s
Department said Mr Crosweller brings a wealth of
experience to the EMA Director-General role and
will continue Mr Darby’s work in improving disaster
preparedness, response, recovery and resilience in
Australia. “He is well placed to direct the response
and recovery arrangements managed by EMA and to
contribute to building Australia’s collective resilience to
future natural disasters through the National Strategy
for Disaster Resilience.”

Principles to note

When it comes to looking disaster in the face, Mark
Crosweller has five guiding principles:
1 Respect the nature of the hazard—respect its
inevitability and its force, which at times exceeds
human capacity to control.
2 Unify the team—everyone from the highest levels of
government to the frontline must be on the same page.
3 Inject a healthy dose of humility, as it is impossible
to know everything there is to know.
4 Have compassion for everyone affected—including
those who are directly impacted, the broader
community, the government and the emergency
services officers who are called to be involved.
5 Grant forgiveness, because we will never get
everything just right and holding grudges into the
next emergency event has no value.
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PRINCIPLES OF FIRE SAFETY

Principles of fire safety, part 9(ii)

BUILDING CODE OF AUSTRALIA—
ACHIEVING CODE COMPLIANCE
By Russ Porteous, CEO,
Firewize

Part of the National Construction Code, the BCA provides national guidelines
on minimum standards for health, safety, amenity and sustainability in building
design and construction. Importantly for fire safety in buildings, the BCA
provides guidance on fire resistance, firefighting equipment and construction
in bushfire-prone areas, to name a few. This article is the second instalment in
Principles of fire safety, part nine. It follows on from the goals and definitions of
the BCA outlined in the first instalment (Fire Australia Spring 2012) by outlining
the pathways to achieving compliance with the code.

Objective, functional statement and
performance requirements

T

ypically the opening statement for each Section
(B—H and J) of the Building Code of Australia
(BCA) consists of an Objective, Functional
Statement(s) and Performance Requirements. These
three requirements establish the framework and
guidance necessary to identify possible Building
Solutions to achieve Compliance.
Only the Performance Requirements are mandatory
in the BCA. The Objectives and Functional Statements
simply provide guidance.

Application of the BCA and achieving compliance

Ways to achieve a
building solution and
(right) performance
requirements.

The BCA provides three options for designers and
constructors of buildings to satisfy the Performance
Requirements for a Building Solution:
1 Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions—A Building
Solution that complies with the Deemed-toSatisfy Provisions is deemed to comply with the
Performance Requirements.
2 Alternative Solution which either (i) complies with
the Performance Requirements or (ii) is shown
to be at least equivalent to the Deemed-to-Satisfy
Provisions.
3 A combination of the Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions
and an Alternative Solution. Some projects
include aspects of the design that comply with the
Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions and other individual
components that have been assessed as Alternative
Solutions to meet the Performance Requirements of
the Code.

In simple terms, a building or structure will comply
with the Performance Requirements of the BCA by
adopting either the Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions or an
Alternative Solution or a combination of the two.

Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions

Prior to 1996, state or territory building regulatory
legislation in Australia established specific criteria for
the construction of a building or structure. These were
prescriptive in nature and could only be varied by the
regulator or through specific provisions under the
state or territory building regulatory legislation. Such
specific provisions remain in the BCA in the form of
the Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions (DtS Provisions)
found in each section. The DtS Provisions establish
the criteria that, when followed, are deemed to have
satisfied the relevant Performance Requirements for
the Objective.
These are traditional prescribed requirements
that have been deemed to satisfy the Performance
Requirements and can be considered as a predetermined ‘recipe’ for achieving compliance. Their
shortcoming, however, is that they are not flexible
and do not always allow for different building scopes
regarding design or use.

Alternative Solutions

Conversely, an Alternative Solution provides
another method to comply with the Performance
Requirements through the development of bespoke
site-specific designs that are assessed to meet the
Performance Requirements from first principles or that

Ways to achieve a Building Solution.
A building solution will comply with the BCA
if it satisfies the performance requirements.

Performance requirements.
Building solution
Deemed-to-satisfy
provisions

Objectives

Functional
statements

Performance
requirements

Building
solutions

Deemed-to-satisfy
provisions
Alternative
solutions

Guidance levels
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Compliance levels

Alternative
solutions

show themselves to be at least equivalent to the Deemedto-Satisfy Provisions. Alternative Solutions provide
building professionals flexibility in construction by
considering much more than the Deemed-to-Satisfy
Provisions, such as alternative materials, methods
of construction, building size, building use and
expected hazards.
The following Assessment Methods, or any
combination of them, can be used to determine that
a Building Solution complies with the Performance
Requirements:
1 Evidence to support that the use of a material or
form of construction or design meets a Performance
Requirement or a Deemed-to-Satisfy Provision as
described in A2.2.
2 Verification Methods such as
a the Verification Methods in the BCA
b such other Verification Methods as the
appropriate authority accepts for determining
compliance with the Performance Requirements.
3 Comparison with the Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions.
4 Expert Judgement as determined by Australian
Building Codes Board, National Construction Code,
Building Code of Australia, Volume One, A09—
Assessment Methods.
State or territory building regulatory legislation
may also provide additional Assessment Methods for
determining compliance.

Controversy surrounding Alternative Solutions

An article about the BCA would not be complete
without a reference to the constant murmur in the
community about the misuse (perceived or real) of
Alternative Solutions, typically to reduce construction
costs and potentially placing building occupants at risk.
Formulating an Alternative Solution may require
the treatment of multiple Performance Requirements
(in accordance with A0.10) and often requires
specialised skills to design and assess designs to
determine if compliance has been achieved. Alternative
Solutions associated with fire safety provisions of
the BCA should be designed by a recognised fire
safety engineer and approved by a suitably qualified
independent party to determine compliance.
Alternative Solutions that relate to fire safety
provisions of the BCA should be developed in
accordance with the International Fire Engineering
Guidelines (IFEG) 2005 to reduce potential safety
problems. This document was developed through a
collaborative venture between the Australian Building
Codes Board (ABCB), National Research Council of
Canada (NRC), International Code Council (ICC)
USA and Department of Building and Housing
New Zealand (DBH).
The fire engineering process outlined in the IFEG
is described in the diagram (right) and is expected
to include a range of relevant stakeholders in the
design and approval process, including fire safety
engineers, architects, fire brigades, building owners
and end users, regulation consultants, insurers and the
authority with jurisdiction for approval. This process
is aimed at ensuring Alternative Solutions meet the

objectives of the BCA and the needs of other parties
associated with the building.
In addition there is a view that the introduction of
Alternative Solutions places an additional burden on
approval authorities such as building surveyors and fire
authorities, which may not be equipped to deal with
the complex requirements of an Alternative Solution.
Legislators and building professionals should
consider community concerns regarding the
application of the performance-based building
code and ensure that Alternative Solutions are
comprehensive and rigorous in their treatment of
identified risks necessary to meet the Objectives of
the Code.
The review process for Alternative Solutions is
supported by an extensive framework of legislation,
codes, policies, guidelines, strategies, established
methodologies, consultation and peer review to
support building professionals.

Summary

The foundations for the current BCA began almost
50 years ago. The BCA is a flexible framework for the
construction (or alteration) of buildings and provides
an ongoing reflection of community standards for
health, safety and amenity of people in buildings.
Up to 65% of the BCA is related directly or
indirectly to fire safety, providing guidance on matters
such as fire resistance, compartmentation, access
and egress, firefighting equipment, smoke hazard
management, emergency lighting, exit signs, warning
systems, artificial lighting and construction
in bushfire-prone areas.
FPA Australia supports members and the
community by being engaged in the ongoing
application and development of the BCA through
legislative reform, building code development,
Standards development, education and advocacy.
This is the second and final instalment of
Principles of fire safety, part nine—Building Code
of Australia: achieving Code compliance. You can
find the earlier companion to this article in Fire
Australia Spring 2012.
About the author: Russ Porteous is the CEO and a
founder of Firewize. He has over 22 years experience
in the installation and maintenance of fire equipment
and essential safety measures. Mr Porteous is a
contributor to a variety of Australian Standards
including AS 1851 Maintenance of fire protection
systems and equipment. He is regularly invited to
speak at industry conferences as a subject matter
expert and is a popular blogger and author.
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Firefighter
research
needs you

A Bushfire CRC collaborative project aims to provide fire
agencies around Australia with critical intelligence about
how fireground conditions affect firefighters’ ability to
work safely and efficiently. The project needs volunteer
firefighters to participate in scenario simulations to help
with the study.
By Nathan Maddock,
Fire Australia magazine
joint editor

Research is measuring the impact
exposure to the combined effects of
heat and smoke, coupled with sleep
deprivation, has on firefighters’ physical
and cognitive performances.

PHOTO: CFA STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS
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F

irefighters face constant challenges on the
fireground. Exposure to smoke and high
temperatures, coupled with little sleep, can affect
performance. But what are the full impacts of these
conditions on firefighters, and how can the risks
be managed? A national research project, part of
the Bushfire CRC’s Managing the Threat Program,
undertaken by researchers from Deakin University
in Melbourne and Central Queensland University in
Adelaide, is helping to answer these questions.
The project is led jointly by Dr Brad Aisbett
and Associate Professor Sally Ferguson. Testing
in simulated scenarios has already started, with
participants enlisted through support from Victoria’s
Country Fire Authority, South Australia’s Country
Fire Service, the Australia Capital Territory’s Parks
Conservation and Land, the Tasmania Fire Service
and the New South Wales Rural Fire Service. The
assistance of these agencies was integral to the design
of the simulation, ensuring the study replicates real
conditions as closely as possible.
The critical missing element now is volunteer
firefighters. The research team is seeking volunteers
from all fire and land management agencies to
participate in the project with testing scheduled
throughout 2013.
“Every summer, firefighters face extremely tough
conditions,” noted Dr Aisbett.
“They’re awake for long periods of time, working
in hot and smoky conditions. But when it comes to
developing guidelines around safe working conditions
in those environments, fire agencies can’t draw on
specific job-relevant research.
“The available research looks at only one stressor
at a time. That is, in isolation, what is the effect of
exposure to heat, smoke or sleep deprivation? But
firefighters face all of these conditions together.”
The project, nicknamed ‘Awake, Smoky and Hot’,
is investigating the individual and combined effects
of sleep deprivation, heat and smoke on the physical
and cognitive aspects of firefighting. For fire agencies,
managing the health and safety of firefighters during
bushfire deployment requires information about the
effects of exposure to these stressors.
This bushfire-specific research is critical to develop
evidence-based strategies to preserve the health, safety
and productivity of firefighters fighting bushfires.
Importantly, the goal is not to remove firefighters from
the fireground; it is to provide fire agencies with the
best available evidence that they can use to manage the
risks to their firefighters.
Associate Professor Ferguson highlights the unique
design of the project, which simulates a three-day
campaign fire scenario.
“We have replicated jobs as closely as possible. As a
result, volunteers for the project will complete research
tasks that look almost like jobs they undertake when
fighting a bushfire, like dragging heavy hoses, rake hoe
work and hose rolling—all in full firefighting uniform.
“The tasks are repeated each day of the study,
both to simulate a bushfire deployment as closely as
possible, and to measure how performance changes
over a number of days.

“Critically, we can control the variables and repeat
them to ensure validation of the research,” said
Associate Professor Ferguson.
Coordinating the research simulation is Dr Bradley
Smith, a post-doctoral research fellow at Central
Queensland University. Dr Smith noted that in
addition to physical performance, the study measures
changes in both physiology and cognitive function.
“We measure how exposure to the combined effects
of heat and smoke, coupled with sleep deprivation,
impacts on firefighters’ cognitive performance such
as memory, reaction time and concentration,” said
Dr Smith.
“Firefighters need to be alert and switched on all
the time. They’re often placed under not just physical
strain but mental strain as well, and they are required
to make split-second decisions that could impact on
themselves, their colleagues, the environment and
those they are working hard to protect.”
Researchers will assess the physiological changes
that occur during physical tasks such as repetitive tyre
dragging and tyre pulling tasks, representative of the
carry and drag actions that comprise the principal
fireground tasks of hose advance and rake hoe work.
This will provide real data that will help fire agencies
manage their firefighters.
“We measure blood pressure, level of any
dehydration, blood glucose levels, stress hormones,

The research simulation
has been developed with
fire agencies to ensure
research tasks are as
accurate as possible.
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Bushfire-specific
research is critical
to develop evidencebased strategies to
preserve the health,
safety and productivity
of firefighters fighting
bushfires.

lung functionality, grip strength, static balance and
carbon monoxide exposure,” added Dr Smith.
Sleep patterns are also measured and participants
are asked to rate their effort, thermal sensation,
motivation, feelings of hunger and food cravings
throughout the simulation.
“An in-depth study incorporating experts in sleep,
cognitive behaviour and exercise physiology has not
been undertaken before. The collaboration between
these fields is exciting,” said Dr Smith.
The findings from this research will provide an
evidence base on which to develop specific training
and guidelines to better assist the health and safety
of firefighters. The benefits are already flowing
directly to firefighters.
Neil Cooper, a Bushfire CRC lead end user
and Manager of Fire Management at ACT Parks
Conservation and Land agrees. Firefighters at Parks
Conservation and Land participated in a research

simulation in 2012, and Mr Cooper believes their
involvement has already aided not just their own
development, but the organisation’s as well.
“This study allowed our firefighters to be directly
involved in a high-level research project of national
significance,” said Mr Cooper.
“It was a great personal development opportunity
for them, and gave them an insight into how the
research would benefit not just themselves, but their
colleagues and counterparts around the country.
“Through the participants, Parks Conservation
and Land found the project to be an excellent way
to disseminate the important health and safety
information gained during the simulation throughout
the organisation. As well as providing invaluable data
to inform guidelines on keeping firefighters safe, the
simulation was an excellent team-building exercise,
which is a great value add, and one that I’m sure will
be replicated in further research simulations.”
A volunteer firefighter who has participated in
the simulation (but cannot be named due to research
ethics) noted the research had a positive impact and
highlighted the knowledge and understanding of the
research team.
“The willingness [of the researchers] to help us
[participants] understand why we were there and why
we had to do specific exercises was outstanding,” noted
the participant. “I know the hours and sweat that I put
into the study will help me and my fellow firefighters
in the field.”
Dr Smith echoed these thoughts. “Feedback we
have received so far has been positive. Participants
have been really satisfied with the research process,
that the level of detail in the tasks is as accurate as
possible and that they feel they have been involved in
a worthwhile process.”
A number of simulations have already taken place,
but many more are needed to gather enough data to
inform the results.
The research team is seeking more volunteer
firefighters from all national agencies. Simulations will
take place in Adelaide and Melbourne in 2013, with
the possibility of testing at other sites. The team is able
to visit brigades in South Australia and Victoria to
discuss the study.
More information about the ‘Awake, Smoky and
Hot’ (or ASH) project, including expressions
of interest in participating, is available by
contacting Dr Bradley Smith on 08 8378 4528 or
b.p.smith@cqu.edu.au.
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Additionally, volunteers can register their interest
in participating on the Central Queensland
University website http://tinyurl.com/akb3r7v.
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More information is available on the project’s
web page www.bushfirecrc.com/research.
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HISTORY OF BUSHFIRE LEGISLATION

By Nathan Maddock,
Fire Australia magazine
joint editor

Since the Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission, litigation due to damage
caused by bushfires has come into the spotlight. But just how common is
bushfire litigation? A Bushfire CRC researcher has delved into the legal archives
and produced a valuable resource.

O

Dr Michael Eburn has
produced a valuable
resource to show the
history of bushfire
litigation in Australia.
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Fears and myths
in fire law

Research shows litigation
over bushfires is not new,
but litigation against fire
and land management
agencies is—although it is
not common.

ne of the desired outcomes of the Bushfire CRC
Project, titled Mainstreaming Fire and Emergency
Management Across Legal and Policy Sectors:
Joint Research and Policy Learning, was to understand
the real risk of legal litigation.
Researcher Dr Michael Eburn explained.
“Volunteers in particular report they are afraid they
may be liable for their actions and people report that
there is a tendency to sue over events that, in earlier
times, were accepted as part of the risk of living in the
bush. We wanted to know if any of those fears and
beliefs were justified by the historical record.”
In an Australian first, Dr Eburn reviewed the
history of litigation seeking compensation for
causing, or failing to extinguish, a bushfire. The
results, displayed on the Bushfire CRC website on
the Mainstreaming Fire and Emergency Management
Across Legal and Policy Sectors: Joint Research
and Policy Learning project page, may be surprising
to some.
“Litigation over bushfires is not, as many people say,
a new phenomenon,” said Dr Eburn.
“People have being suing over bushfires for well
over 100 years. Although litigation against the fire and
land management agencies is new, it is not common,
and it only arises after catastrophic events, not dayto-day or routine events. So far, fire agencies have not
been held liable for their well-intentioned actions.
“Our research located 87 judicial decisions, arising
from 71 cases from 1868 to 2010. Litigation arose from
fires in only 48 out of those 143 years, even though,
based on the assumption that bushfire frequency has
remained constant over the last century, there may
have been in excess of 5 million fires in that period.”
While undertaking this research, Dr Eburn
identified cases dealing with legal liability for causing
or allowing a fire to spread. He also identified claims
alleging negligence in training firefighters, the right
to criminal injuries compensation for fires started by
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arson, the jurisdiction and role of the coroner, the
spread of urban fires, the interpretation of insurance
policies relating to fire, liability for accidents involving
fire appliances and the application of planning law to
fire-prone areas.
While all of these areas are important to fire
agencies, the research, and the case analysis available
on the Bushfire CRC website and published in papers,
was concerned with liability for starting or failing
to extinguish a bushfire. The cases were taken from
courts all across Australia.
The outcomes of this research are available for all
in an easy-to-use format on the Bushfire CRC website.
Dr Eburn has summarised the facts of each case, the
findings and, where possible, if the case was won by
the defendant or the plaintiff. Many recent cases are
not yet resolved.
More information on this project is available on the
project web page at www.bushfirecrc.com/research.
A recent Fire Note analysing fire and emergency law
by Dr Eburn and fellow Bushfire CRC and Australian
National University researcher Professor Stephen
Dovers is also on the Bushfire CRC website at
www.bushfirecrc.com/firenotes.
Additionally, Dr Eburn and Professor Dovers have
co-authored a paper that appears in the International
Journal of Wildland Fire. This paper not only looks
at the cases that came before the court, but, with the
support of the NSW Rural Fire Service (RFS), extends
the research to look at claims that were made against
the RFS but were settled out of court.
Note: The research gives some idea of the issues
that were resolved by the court but they cannot be
relied on to give a full understanding of the law. No one
should rely on the online material or the analysis of any
particular case to guide judgements. If it is necessary
to understand the legal position governing any action
or likely to apply after any event, then it is necessary to
seek, and obtain, competent legal advice.
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LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE
LONDON BOMBINGS OF JULY 2005

“We all think
we’re pretty
good at our job—
until we get days
like this”
The terrorist bombings in London on 7 July 2005
were a tragic event. Gary Reason stepped up to the
role of London Fire Brigade’s lead officer for the
inquests following the bombings. He has toured
Australia and New Zealand to share the lessons
learned for emergency management, as well as
some personal reflections on the legal processes
following ‘days like this’.
By Paul Considine, AFAC
Manager Operations,
Urban Fire and SES
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t 8.50 am on 7 July 2005, the first of four
bombs exploded on the public transport system
of London. By 9.49 am, when the last bomb
exploded, fire, police and ambulance services were
dealing with a complex and deadly urban terrorist
attack that was ultimately to claim the lives of 52
innocent people.
Shortly after 10 am on that day, Gary Reason,
then a middle-ranking operational commander with
London Fire Brigade, was at the scene of the bomb that
exploded in the tunnels below King’s Cross station. He
experienced at first hand the practical issues that an
incident of this nature poses for emergency responders.
But that was only the start of a much longer
involvement in the legal aftermath of the bombings,
which Mr Reason has recently been speaking about to
audiences across Australia and New Zealand.
There had already been one local government
inquiry into the response to the bombings by the time
the coronial inquests into the deaths of the victims
of 7 July, conducted by Lady Justice Heather Hallett,
were announced in 2009. “I made a representation
to the corporate management board—I could see
this all going pear-shaped,” said Mr Reason. He was
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referring to the potential risks to London Fire Brigade
from the inquest terms of reference and possible
outcomes. Mr Reason was rewarded for his insight by
being appointed as London Fire Brigade’s lead officer
for the inquests. In this capacity, he was responsible
both for coordinating the many London Fire Brigade
witnesses who were required to give evidence to the
coroner and for giving evidence himself about London
Fire Brigade’s practices and procedures relevant to its
response to the bombings.
As part of the series of AFAC Knowledge Events
sponsored by Motorola Solutions, AFAC approached
London Fire Brigade following the conclusion of the
London inquests to request a spokesperson to speak
with multi-agency Australian and New Zealand
audiences about lessons learned. Thanks to the
generosity of London Fire Brigade, Mr Reason was
made available. There was a slight delay because, in the
meantime, he had been appointed to lead London Fire
Brigade’s operational planning for the 2012 Olympic
and Paralympic Games.
Starting in Perth in early November 2012,
Mr Reason presented to gatherings of fire, State
Emergency Service, police, ambulance and other
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emergency managers over the next 10 days in three
Australian states and New Zealand. His message came
in two parts. First was a factual presentation on the
events and challenges of 7 July 2005. Second was a
fascinating and thought-provoking session called
‘Gripping the Bar’ in which Mr Reason reflected on the
process of the coronial inquests—the presentation was
named after the physical sensation of standing in the
witness box.
London Fire Brigade is a sizeable urban-based
organisation of some 7,000 people, almost 6,000 of
whom are operational firefighters. As Mr Reason
explained, London is no stranger to major incidents,
both human-caused and accidental. Since 1973, written
major incident procedures have been in place through
the London Emergency Services Liaison Panel’s Major
Incident Procedure Manual, now in its 8th edition
(available at www.leslp.gov.uk/docs/major_incident_
procedure_manual_8th_ed.pdf).
Those procedures were to be tested in extremely
trying conditions by the events of 7 July 2005. In the
first part of his presentation, Mr Reason explained
how from a purely resourcing point of view, the
challenges were not too great—with nearly 170

pumping appliances available to cover London on any
given day, there were sufficient vehicles and personnel
to respond to all four bomb sites and still allow for
business as usual. But the brigade faced issues when all
mobile phone coverage in the capital went down; when
in a city whose two million daily commuters are highly
dependent on public transport, no public transport was
running; and when it turned out that a London Fire
Brigade employee was among those tragically murdered.
Mr Reason talked his audiences through the highly
practiced UK arrangements for strategic coordination,
the ‘Gold—Silver—Bronze’ model. The current
Commissioner of London Fire Brigade, and thenDeputy Commissioner, Ron Dobson, was London
Fire Brigade’s Gold Commander and he participated
in a coordination committee of some 12 key category
one and two responders, health, utilities, military and
government representatives, reporting directly to the
UK Cabinet Briefing Rooms (COBR). This provides
a direct link between the key response agencies and
the highest level of government—on 7 July COBR was
chaired by the Deputy Prime Minister, and would have
been chaired by the Prime Minister had there not been
a G8 Summit in Scotland on the same day.

The number 30 doubledecker bus that was
destroyed in Tavistock
square during the
London bombings.
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LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE
LONDON BOMBINGS OF JULY 2005

Gary Reason experienced
first hand the practical
issues for emergency
responders that an event
such as a bombing can
result in.
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In talking about London Fire Brigade’s experiences
on the day, Mr Reason was explicit about what did
not go well, as well as highlighting what did. “I’ve
flown halfway round the world to be here,” he said,
“so there wouldn’t be any point if I wasn’t going to be
completely frank with you.” There were undoubtedly
many things that did go well on the day—the strong
strategic coordination, the very early recognition by
attending officers that these were major incidents, and
the operational resilience that London Fire Brigade
showed in servicing both the bombing events and
‘business as usual’. Learnings encompassed overreliance on mobile phones (when the network became
completely unavailable), limitations of firefighter
medical training and simple human error in correctly
dispatching appliances.
What emerged very clearly from this part of Mr
Reason’s presentation was London Fire Brigade’s
commitment to be a learning organisation and
to take away from the challenges of 7 July 2005 a
determination to address the weaknesses that became
apparent in order to allow an even stronger response
should any future similar event occur.
After the bombings came the inquests into the
deaths of those who had been killed. Although there
had been a local government inquiry, which focused
on aspects of the way emergency responders had
worked with the community, the coronial process
was the most formal way in which issues surrounding
the London bombings and the response to them
were examined.
As Mr Reason explained, the stakes for London Fire
Brigade and its reputation were high, particularly when
it became apparent that the coroner wished to examine
“… whether any failings in the emergency response
contributed to or were causative of … death[s]”.
The process that Mr Reason adopted to prepare
for the inquests was exhaustive. Specifically seconded
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staff assisted him in gathering and collating evidence,
addressing themes identified in advance by the
coroner as relevant, providing organisational support
for London Fire Brigade witnesses who had been
summonsed and preparing an overarching statement
that would help set the context and inform the coroner
about London Fire Brigade business.
Acknowledging people in Australia and New
Zealand who have been part of formal inquiry
processes, Mr Reason highlighted what he thought
were the personal and organisational lessons learned
from the 7 July 2005 coronial inquests. He referred
to the presentations given by Mark Scoggins (Fire
Australia, Winter 2012, p22) and reaffirmed the
importance of record keeping in being able to
withstand scrutiny of operational decisions.
Mr Reason offered the following key points
for reflection:
What was your role during the event or incident?
Were you relevantly trained to perform your role(s)?
Did you have a clear plan and procedures?
Did you get all the support and resources
you needed?
Did you do your job properly?
Did other people do theirs?
Can you prove it?
Could you have done a better job—if so, how?
Why did you not do a better job on this occasion?
Finally, Mr Reason offered some personal thoughts
on his experience as the London Fire Brigade lead
officer in the inquests. The significant additional
workload, test of personal resilience and demands
for new skill sets were all aspects that he remarked
on. And although he downplayed the level of moral
courage that it must have taken to ‘step up’ and
volunteer for the lead officer role, Mr Reason did
refer to it as ‘potentially career-limiting’. Although the
outcomes of the 7 July inquests were broadly positive
for London Fire Brigade and the coroner made no
adverse recommendations, the chances of blame
attaching personally to Mr Reason were significant. To
borrow a catchphrase from the inquests, ‘it all depends
on the result’.
Australasian fire and emergency services have
recently had the benefit of two key speakers from
the UK in quick succession dealing with themes
around inquiries: Mark Scoggins and Gary Reason.
From different perspectives they have reinforced the
same messages: by the time of the incident, it is too
late to make good any deficiencies in planning and
training that you may be suffering. It is critical to
come prepared to any formal inquiry process, both in
terms of adequate record-keeping from the incident
and adequate preparation for the evidence you are
going to give. And if London Fire Brigade’s experience
of the 7 July inquests is anything to go by, serious
organisational commitment to these goals may be
rewarded with positive inquiry outcomes.
Proceedings from the AFAC Knowledge Events are
available on the AFAC Knowledge Web.
Thank you to Motorola Solutions for their continued
support and sponsorship of these events.
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WATER—THE ESSENTIAL
EXTINGUISHANT

Water—the essential
extinguishant, part four

FIREFIGHTING FOAMS,
THE PIONEERS
AND CONTEMPORARY USES
By Barry Lee, OAM,
Past National President,
FPA Australia

In the final instalment of this series on water as an extinguishant, we turn
our attention to the uses of firefighting foams and ‘light water’ before briefly
examining some of the pioneers of water-based fire suppression and
extinguishment. We conclude with some contemporary uses of water in
firefighting foams.

F

irefighting foams are an example of modified
water—foams are essentially dispersions of gas
(usually air) in water containing highly active foam
stabilisers. The stabilisers provide resistance to foam
collapse, thermal stability and chemical stability when
in contact with burning liquid fuels. In other words,
stabilisers ensure that when the foam is correctly
applied to the burning fuel, its progress against the fire
exceeds its breakdown through internal or external
influences. Foam expansion ratios normally range from
about 6:1 to 12:1; 10:1 is typical for most commercial
agents. In the case of so-called medium and highexpansion foams, however, the ratio can exceed 1000:1.
At some risk of oversimplification, foams work chiefly
through their physical blanketing effect. This means
they suppress vapour release and exclude oxygen from
the burning surface. Due to their water content they
also act as coolants.
History records the first use of foam for firefighting
in the UK as far back as 1877. The first recorded
full-scale fire test, reported in Russian literature, was
conducted in 1904. At that time Laurent, in France,
extinguished a naphtha fire in a 10.7-metre diameter
tank using a two-solution chemical foam system.
The British Fire Service adopted a variation of this
chemical type foam system just prior to World War
I. Around 1925 Gordon Urquhart of the American
Fomon Company introduced a system of foam
generator hoppers which permitted the use of more
readily stored dry chemical foam-producing powders,
and so began immediately to supplement the twosolution ‘wet’ systems. The 1930s saw the development
of chemical foams capable of forming stable fire
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extinguishing blankets on ordinarily foam-destructive
organic solvents such as alcohols, ethers, esters and
ketones (polar solvents). This time also saw the early
European development of foam liquid concentrates.
This was a key development. Liquid foam
concentrate obeyed standard laws of hydraulics and
mechanical rather than chemical energy could be used
to generate the gas (or air) within the foam. Thus,
a greater volume of foam per unit of agent could be
made. World War II saw enormous development
of the then-standard mechanical foams. In the UK,
hydrolysed protein foam liquids were produced from
hoof and horn meal, while in the US these were
largely derived from soybeans. Parallel equipment
developments after World War II included highcapacity variable pattern foam nozzles (in excess
of 120,000 L/min capacity), hydraulic foam towers
(virtually obsolete today), foam water sprinklers and
foam trucks. All such equipment depends on correct
proportioning of the foam liquid into the water stream
and it is perhaps worth mentioning that although
many proportioning methods are in use, they all fall
into one of two general classifications. The first is
induction of foam liquid by discharge of water under
pressure through a Venturi tube and the second is
foam liquid injection under pressure.

Light water

‘Light water’ is a colloquial expression for aqueous
film-forming foam (AFFF). Stemming from chemical
advances in fluorine technology, precursor AFFFs
first appeared in 1964. The fluorochemicals then
used were derivatives of perfluoro-octanoic acid

Frederick Grinnell (left),
a pioneer of automatic
sprinklers, and CJH
Woodbury, a pioneer who
investigated sprinkler
heads in the 1880s.

produced by an electrolytic process in the Simons
cell. AFFFs, or perfluorocarbon surfactant–polythene
oxide foaming agent concentrates function as effective
vapour securing or suppressing agents because of their
remarkable effect in reducing the surface tension of
water, and because of their controllable oleophobic and
hydrophilic properties.
An AFFF so modifies the properties of water
that it can float and spread across the surface of a
hydrocarbon fuel even though it is denser than the
substrate. Hence the term ‘aqueous film-forming foam’.
Later, in the 1960s, fluorinated and silicone surfactants
were combined to provide more durable and faster
spreading AFFFs and continuous formulation
modifications have been undertaken since.

Pioneers

As outlined in part one (Fire Australia Autumn
2012, p44), the advantages of applying water to
fires through permanent fixed systems of automatic
protection appear to have been first promoted around
the mid-19th century. Attempts in the UK to use
fixed perforated pipe systems for water distribution
in the event of fire date from 1852. It is generally
accepted that the first practical automatic sprinkler
was developed and patented in the UK in 1864 by
Harrison. It was not widely used, however, and ten
years later the Parmelee sprinkler appeared in the
US. This was followed shortly thereafter by Frederick
Grinnell’s highly successful variant (1878–80). A pipe
sizing schedule for automatic sprinkler systems was
produced by the Providence Steam and Gas Pipe
Company in the US in 1878, and active commercial

development of the automatic sprinkler system in
the US dates from 1882 (originally for textile mill
protection in New England).
This was a significant period in terms of the
more scientific use of water as a fire extinguishant.
Indeed, much of the fundamental data now used in
hydraulic work in fire protection were developed in
a series of extensive investigations by civil engineer
John R Freeman in Massachusetts during 1888 and
1889.1 Among other things, Freeman investigated the
discharge coefficients of nozzles of various forms,
the friction loss characteristics of fire hoses with
varying internal surface smoothness, the effect on
pressure drop of curves in lines of fire hose, the effect
on pressure drop of reduced water way areas at hose
couplings, the height and distance reached by jets of
water under various pressures, the influence of jet
size on height attained under a given pressure and the
comparative efficiency of various kinds of nozzles and
the distribution of velocity in jets.
Finally, to quote Freeman, “… realising the aversion
of the busy, practical man to algebraic formulas and
lengthy computations, the final practical results have
been embodied in tables covering the range of sizes
and pressures commonly met in practice. Much care
has been taken to secure accuracy in these tables,
the computations and stereotype prints having been
verified by a second party.” Freeman’s tables of effective
range of solid fire streams and discharge through solid
stream nozzles are still extensively used today.
CJH Woodbury, also from the US, carefully
investigated the performance characteristics of 11
sprinkler heads in use during the early 1880s. In 1884
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Civil engineer John
Freeman (left), who
investigated discharge
coefficients of nozzles,
and Sir John Wormald,
a pioneer of automatic
sprinkler installations.
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he authored a Report of Automatic Sprinklers, made on
behalf of the Factory Mutual Insurance Companies of
New England. This was a definitive study. As a result,
it was possible to write the first US sprinkler system
installation rules during that same year. Across the
Atlantic, 1884 also saw the first Grinnell sprinklers
installed in Lancashire Cotton mills by the firm of
Dowson & Taylor (later Mather & Platt Limited, now
part of the Tyco group of companies). The following
year, John Wormald of the Mutual Fire Insurance
Corporation of Manchester (who was in close touch
both with the use of the Parmelee and Grinnell
sprinklers in the UK and with the work of Woodbury
and others) prepared the first ‘rules’ for automatic
sprinkler installations in that country.
Certainly, our present-day use of water as the
(almost) universal fire extinguishant owes much to
the work of such 19th Century pioneers as Freeman,
Grinnell, Harrison, Parmelee, Woodbury and Wormald.
Australia and New Zealand were involved in
automatic sprinkler protection almost from the
beginning. The first system to be installed in Australia
(through the predecessors of the partnership Russell
and Wormald in the premises of Laycock, Son and
Nettleton in South Melbourne) was commissioned in
1886. It was quickly followed by a second installation
in the pattern shop of Austral Otis Engineering
Company, also in South Melbourne. These installations
were based on use of the Grinnell sprinkler, as
was the first installation in New Zealand (in the
Northern Roller Flour Mills in Auckland in 1889).
The first dramatic demonstration of the value of water
selectively applied through automatic fire sprinkler
systems occurred in this part of the world in 1897.
This was the year of the famous ‘Block’ fire in
Melbourne—the ‘Block’ is the area bounded by
Flinders Street, Elizabeth Street, Flinders Lane and
Swanston Street. The only building left standing there
after the fire was the Mutual Store, a department store
that had one of the very early Australian automatic
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sprinkler systems. Although there was considerable
water damage to the contents, the building survived
the fire almost unscathed.

Sprinkler system hydraulic calculations

The excellent performance record of automatic
sprinkler systems (and their derivatives, fixed water
spray systems) is testimony enough to the foresight
and technical capacity of the 19th Century pioneers.
Nevertheless, there has been a steady trend away from
the empirical pipe sizing schedules toward hydraulic
calculation of sprinkler system piping for several
decades. This has, to some extent, been accelerated
by the improved availability of electronic data
processing facilities.
Bray2 observed as far back as 1979 that the purpose
of hydraulic calculations is to ensure that sprinklers
discharge water at the correct rate for the hazard
concerned and that this is done with a sufficient number
of sprinklers in simultaneous operation. The minimum
flow needed from the sprinklers is related to the hazard.
Australian Standard AS 2118-2006 Automatic fire
sprinkler systems, lists hazards and appropriate water
discharge densities. The density of discharge from a
single sprinkler is calculated as one quarter of the sum
of the discharge of four adjacent sprinklers on the
corners of a square or rectangle, divided by the area
between them. AS 2118 requires flow losses in pipes to
be calculated using the Hazen–Williams formula.
Generally for Australian and European sprinkler
system calculation practice, velocity head is ignored in
hydraulic calculations and all pressures are expressed
in the form of gauge pressure in the pipes. This is not
only convenient in terms of pressure readings taken
on site, but is also justified by the technical facts. The
sprinkler K-factor is derived by reference to the gauge
pressure in the feed pipe supplying the sprinkler so
that any detectable effects of velocity head contributing
to the sprinkler discharge are taken into account. The
pipe size selected is typical for sprinkler operation

(40 mm diameter), so that the velocity pressure with
only one sprinkler discharging is reasonable. It has
also been pointed out that, throughout a sprinkler
installation, economic factors lead to the selection of
pipe diameters not producing excessively low or high
velocities. Thus, the variation between sprinklers of
the velocity head component for similar discharge
pressures is negligible. Finally, it is of interest to note
that for a velocity of 5 m/s, the velocity head is only 0.13
bar, but for such a flow in a 25-mm pipe feeding a single
sprinkler the operating pressure will be about 4 bar.

Contemporary applications

Water remains the fire extinguishant of choice for
many, if not most, of our contemporary fire protection
applications. Ultrahigh-speed water spray systems
are being designed and installed to handle extremely
rapid fire of the type that can occur in the manufacture
of solid propellants, sensitive chemicals and any
industrial process or oxygen-enriched environment
involving this type of fire potential. Such systems differ
from conventional water spray systems in that they use
high-speed detectors (normally infrared or ultraviolet
types), solid-state electronic control units, electroexplosive valve actuators and pre-primed piping
systems. Because the piping systems are air-bled and
fully water primed, operation of the controlling valve
results in water spray discharge within milliseconds
of detector response. To assist priming, the nozzles
forming part of ultrahigh-speed water spray systems
are fitted with blow-off caps to retain priming water
under low gravity head. Permitted overall reaction time
varies by application. For example, hyperbaric oxygen
chambers may necessitate water discharge within 96
milliseconds of ignition, whereas some solid propellant
installations may be acceptable with reaction times of
about 240 milliseconds.
Only two or three milliseconds are required for
high-speed detector operation, so that the overall
reaction time of an ultrahigh-speed system is bound up
with valve and piping arrangement. Overall reaction
times less than 40 milliseconds have been achieved.
For valve, piping and nozzle arrangement, it has
been clearly established that the completeness of
the prime of the piping system from the electroexplosive operated valve to the nozzle closures is vitally
important. An air pocket constituting approximately
5% of the total volume of the system will cause an

almost 100% increase in operating time. Water supply
pressure is also important. Theory and practice show
that, all other factors being equal, the water transit
time is proportional to the square root of the supply
pressure. This means, for example, that if the supply
pressure on a specific system was increased from
350 to 700 kPa, the water transit time would be
reduced by 30%.
Wide-bodied aircraft form another example of
contemporary technology that would benefit from builtin water-based fire protection. This was well illustrated
by a fire in a Lockheed L-1011 aircraft parked at Logan
Airport, Boston, in 1974, which showed the extreme
difficulty of manually applying water to developed
interior fires in modern wide-bodied jet aircraft.
This fire destroyed the cabin and caused US$17 million
damage before it could be controlled. The Boston
Fire Department reported3 that the L-1011 is about
52 m long and incorporates an essentially
non-subdivided cabin overhand concealed space,
about 1 m in depth, containing grouped electrical cables,
air conditioning ductwork and insulation, making
venting difficult.
Among the fire department recommendations
following the fire were that “consideration should be
given to the installation of automatic sprinkler systems
in aircraft of this size. A small water supply and
pump carried on the aircraft could probably extinguish
or control an inflight fire. If this is not practical, a dry
system with a fire department connection would be most
effective in controlling fires that occur on the ground.”
This is a view shared by this writer. It has been
expressed earlier4 that “… permanently installed
lightweight, light hazard sprinkler (or watermist)
pipework with concealed heads appears feasible for
aircraft of the jumbo type. Such an installation could
include a flush mounted coupling on the aircraft skin
for temporary connection to a control valve assembly
in the maintenance hangar, and could be fed by the
aircraft water supply at other times. Certainly, the greater
structural strength of ‘jumbo’ type aircraft improves the
performance potential of built-in-protection.”

Conclusion

Water is the most commonly used fire extinguishant
and has for centuries been used on the basis of
its cooling, smothering, diluting and emulsifying
properties. It is indeed the essential fire extinguishant.
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TRAUMA AND MENTAL HEALTH

Mental trauma
—a workplace casualty

During critical incidents, firefighters can experience mental traumas that can
leave lasting impressions and even lead to posttraumatic stress disorder. For
volunteer firefighters, incidents within their communities can be more distressing
since they often know the people affected. There are some simple measures
that volunteer firefighters can take to look after their mental health following an
incident. It’s also important to look out for fellow firefighters—to check they are
coping. David Forbes outlines how.

By Professor David
Forbes, Director of the
Australian Centre for
Posttraumatic Mental
Health, University of
Melbourne

Every member of the
emergency services
needs to be aware of
strategies that can
help them cope with
critical incidents.

A

ustralia is a land of bushfires. Every spring
and summer it seems that there is a major fire
somewhere in the country. Fighting these fires
are the rural fire service volunteers. Reports from
state and territory rural fire agencies suggest there are
approximately 220,000 fire service volunteers nationally.
The nature of volunteer firefighting means that the
firefighters almost inevitably know the community
they protect. This knowledge of the people whose lives
or homes may be lost can add to the trauma of what
can already be a highly traumatic event.
For the most part, volunteer firefighters cope well
with traumatic incidents confronted in the line of
emergency service work. While these events are often
distressing, it is important to recognise that most
firefighters recover using their own coping strategies
and with the assistance of colleagues, friends and family.
Additionally, the strategies learned as part of their training
can provide some assistance in protecting firefighters
from the emotional effects of these incidents.
However, we need to recognise that for a minority
of firefighters, these events can take more than a
transitory toll. For some there is a particular incident
that strikes a chord—the fire that involved children,

PHOTO: EVAN COLLIS, DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND EMERGENCY SERVICES WESTERN AUSTRALIA.
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the event that saw enormous devastation or the family
who lost a home. Events such as these can trigger
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). For others,
it may be the cumulative effect of multiple critical
incidents over an extended period of time.
It is important to remember that just because
disaster and emergencies are what they deal with
regularly, firefighters are not immune to developing
the sort of mental health problems that affect the rest
of the community. It is also important to recognise the
ripple effects of PTSD and other mental health issues,
which affect not just the firefighters themselves, but
also family, friends and co-workers.
Every member of the emergency services needs
to be aware of the strategies that can help them cope
with critical incidents. The strategies outlined below
can assist in reducing the emotional toll, and assist
firefighters and other emergency services volunteers in
finding help if they need it.

What to do after a critical event—how you can
help yourself

If you have been affected by a critical incident, there
are several things you can do to help you cope.
 Recognise that you have been through an
extremely stressful event. Give yourself time and
space to acknowledge what you have been through
and that you will have an emotional reaction to
it. Give yourself permission to feel rotten, but do
not over react—it is unpleasant but you can cope
with it.
 Focus on the positive aspects of the incident.
Although an incident may have been very
confronting or distressing, and may have even
involved a death, in many cases there are positive
aspects that should be acknowledged.
 Use your sense of humour. It is important to try
and maintain a sense of humour, although be sure
to use humour judiciously.
 Look after yourself—get plenty of rest, even if you
cannot sleep, and try to eat regular, well-balanced
meals. Regular exercise, like walking, cycling or
jogging, is very good at reducing the physical effects
of stress and trauma—try to do a little every day.











Relaxing activities such as listening to music, yoga,
meditation or taking a hot bath may also be useful.
Cut back or cut out tea, coffee, chocolate, soft
drink and cigarettes. Your body is already ‘hyped
up’ and these substances will only add to this. Do
not try to numb the pain with drugs or alcohol—
this will lead to more problems in the long term.
Spend time with people you care about, even if
you do not want to talk about the event. Contact
friends and, if necessary, have someone stay with
you for a few hours each day. Sometimes you will
want to be alone and that is OK—but try not to
become too isolated.
Recurring thoughts, dreams and flashbacks are
normal. Do not try to fight them. They will
decrease in time. Try not to block them out or
bottle up your feelings. Confronting the reality,
bit by bit, will help you come to terms with
the experience.
Try to resume a normal routine as quickly as
possible, but take it easy and do not throw yourself
into activities or work in an attempt to avoid the
unpleasant feelings and memories. Tackle the
things that need to be done a bit at a time and
count each success.
Avoid making any major life decisions in the period
following the trauma, such as moving house or
changing jobs. On the other hand, make as many
smaller daily decisions as possible, like what you
want to eat or what film to watch. This helps to
re-establish feelings of control over your life.

 A critical incident can have an impact on how
you see the world, your life, your goals and your
relationships. Give yourself time to re-evaluate
what you think. Talking to others may help.
 You may wish to provide support to others who
have been through similar situations, especially as
you start to feel better.

A particular incident, or a
culmination of incidents,
can trigger PTSD.

While these points are suggestions that can help
you after a distressing incident, if your distress has not
reduced after two weeks and you feel highly anxious,
or if your reactions to the event are interfering with
home, work or relationships, I would encourage you to
speak to your GP or a health professional.
Just as critical is that emergency personnel are
aware of signs to look out for in colleagues who
may be experiencing difficulty recovering from an
incident. Any changes in a person’s usual personality,
behaviour or relationships at work, or a drop off in
work performance, might be a sign that an individual
is not coping too well. Providing the above advice to
them, keeping an eye out for how they appear to be
recovering and just letting them know you are there
to support them can be some simple but extremely
important ways to help.
The Australian Centre for Posttraumatic Mental
Health (ACPMH) provides policy and service
development advice, as well as education and training
programs, in managing the mental health effects
of trauma on people working in emergency service
organisations. Visit www.acpmh.unimelb.edu.au.
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AIIMS MANUAL EDITION FOUR

AIIMS 4—the situation
with intelligence
By Geoff Conway,
Executive Officer,
AFAC AIIMS Steering
Committee

The Fourth Edition of the AIIMS Manual
describes a revised approach to the
way an Incident Controller and his or
her team manages information and
develops incident intelligence. It also
describes refinements to the structure
of an Incident Management Team to
support the process of building and
applying incident intelligence. This
article provides some of the context
for these changes and how they have
been captured.

O

ne of the most challenging and frustrating tasks
for anyone involved in emergency incident
management is gathering enough credible
information, quickly enough, to build a valid picture of
what is happening and who is at risk as a consequence
of what is happening. The ability to do this is critical
to effective incident management and the provision of
timely and targeted advice to threatened communities.
In Australia there has been a series of events that
have focused everyone’s attention on emergency
incident management. The deaths of five firefighters
at Linton in Victoria in 1998, the deaths of three truck
drivers at Boorabbin in Western Australia in 2007,
the fires that resulted in tragic losses in Canberra in
2003 and, more recently, fires on the Eyre Peninsula
in South Australia, the 2009 fires in Victoria, floods
in Queensland and Victoria and cyclones in both
Queensland and Western Australia have all generated
debate, reviews and calls for improvements in the way
emergency incidents are managed.
Reports of investigations and inquiries and agency
reviews of these emergency responses consistently refer
to the problems faced by incident managers in accessing
information they need to build a picture of what is
happening and guide decisions on how to respond.
For those who have been involved in emergency
management for any length of time, the initial
confusion and chaos surrounding the early stages of
response, especially in escalating incidents, is familiar
and often frustrating, but inevitable given the nature of
emergencies. Gathering information from the multiple
sources available to the Incident Controller, resolving
the many conflicts in the information that is presented,
seeking out information that will fill in any of the
critical gaps in that information and then turning all
this into some sort of sensible picture is one of the first
and most critical tasks of incident managers. All of this
is done in a time-critical environment. Recent research
by the Bushfire CRC has identified the task of ‘distributed
sense making’, or the capacity for communication
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between the Incident Management Team (IMT) and
the Incident Ground to share information and risks in
a constructive manner, as a major area of concern to
incident management personnel.1
Australian emergency services have been using
the Australasian Inter-Service Incident Management
System (AIIMS) to provide structure and process
around the response to emergency incident since the
mid-1980s. The system describes a planning function
that includes a set of tasks focused on building and
maintaining situational awareness to support decisionmaking and the development of plans for the response.
The reviews of those incidents noted above, and many
IMT members, have suggested that the system as it
was organised does not adequately support this task,
leaving them in a situation where they must improvise
or struggle on with an incomplete and uncertain
understanding of the incident.
AFAC and the AIIMS Steering Committee, the
custodians of AIIMS, have been acutely aware of these
and other concerns with the system. Throughout
2012, a comprehensive review of AIIMS doctrine was
undertaken, with input from over 60 of Australia’s
most respected and credible incident management
practitioners, supported by some of the country’s
foremost researchers in the field of emergency
management and high-performing teams. Among
the many components of AIIMS doctrine examined
in this review were the issues around the need to more
effectively gather and use accurate and timely intelligence,
particularly to support the provision of advice and
warnings to the communities affected by the event.
The review concluded that the current process
for building situational awareness and the guidance
provided to the Incident Controller, Planning Officer
and Situation Unit in that task is not adequate for
rapidly escalating, large or complex incidents.
An examination of the systems used elsewhere
in Australia, the US, the UK and New Zealand,
along with the International Standard on Societal
Security—Emergency management—Requirements
for Incident Response,2 identified alternatives to the
current arrangements in AIIMS. It was determined
that a revised approach would provide more effective
processes and tools for building incident intelligence.
These systems describe a focus on building a
broader body of intelligence that looks beyond the
immediate vicinity of the incident and the responders.
The systems look to the broader geographic area that
could potentially be affected, and all the communities
that may have an interest in what is happening. They
also encourage response organisations to develop a
planning perspective that reaches beyond the next shift
or tour of duty.
The AFAC Council has endorsed changes to
AIIMS doctrine. This means there is a focus on
generating appropriate and useful intelligence for
incident managers, allowing them to build a clearer
picture of what has happened, what is happening now
and what might happen. The direct outcome of this
clearer picture is better informed decision-making,
more appropriate and timely plans, and accurate and
targeted advice to affected communities.

These represent
possible new groups
of tasks at unit level
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Represent groups
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delegated as functions
should the incident
require this.
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Comms planning
Management support
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Modelling and
predictions
Options analysis
Risk assessment
Specialist advice
Mapping

The review of AIIMS doctrine relating to situational
awareness and developing intelligence includes a
number of key changes. First, an expansion of the roles
and responsibilities of the Situation Unit described in
the Third Edition of AIIMS and renaming this group
the Intelligence Unit will be reflected in the Fourth
Edition of the AIIMS Manual. For the vast majority
of incidents, the Intelligence Unit will operate within
the Planning Section of the IMT. However, in keeping
with a greater emphasis on flexibility in our approach
to building and management of IMTs, Incident
Controllers have been given the scope to elevate
Intelligence to a functional section in its own right
where the circumstances of the incident warrant
this approach.
The role of the Intelligence Unit will capture the
tasks traditionally undertaken by the Situation Unit.
But more importantly it will have a broader perspective
beyond the immediate location of the incident, beyond
the immediate time horizons of the responders and
beyond the communities immediately affected.
In the context of this broader perspective, the
Intelligence Unit or Section provides support for
control of the incident through:
 accessing already existing information relating
to the incident
 collecting information on the current and
forecast situation
 processing that information into timely, accurate
and useful intelligence
 organising and displaying that intelligence so
that it is relevant and accessible in the form of a
‘common operating picture’
 focusing these activities so that critical intelligence
needs are met and a common situational picture is
shared so as to support decision-making.
The IMT structure diagram (above) describes how
an IMT might look if all functions were delegated.
It is important to refer to the AIIMS Manual Fourth
Edition for a more comprehensive discussion on how
these arrangements can be applied.

Common operating picture

The ‘common operating picture’ is a tool to support the
process of gathering and using intelligence both within
the IMT and for those involved in decision-making
beyond the IMT. The common operating picture is a
concept, supported by sophisticated software, that has
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gained some recent attention as a means of capturing
intelligence and making it available to all those with an
interest in the incident and an obligation to respond.
The common operating picture is a description
of the common understanding the IMT has of the
incident. In AIIMS, the common operating picture
is built and maintained by the Intelligence Unit or
Section (if activated) through collaboration with all
members of the IMT and many external sources.
It provides as accurate a picture as possible of what
has happened, what is happening now and what may
happen. The common operating picture may consist
of, but is not limited to, information about the hazard
location, its size, severity and direction (if moving),
any life or assets at risk, environmental characteristics
(such as terrain, fire fuels, floodplain characteristics,
weather) and what resources are available to devote to
the resolution of the incident.
The purpose of the common operating picture is
to maintain a common situational awareness among
all involved in the response to and resolution of the
incident to support decision-making and planning
at all levels.
Other refinements to AIIMS doctrine that have
been made to improve the development and effective
use of incident intelligence involve the mapping of
critical information and reporting relationships both
within and beyond the IMT and Incident Controller.
AIIMS doctrine has always highlighted the critical
importance of effective communication and sharing
of intelligence. It has become clear that more
guidance is needed to enable effective information
sharing to provide accurate intelligence and therefore
timely response.
Emergency management has taken ideas from many
fields of human organisation. Much of our doctrine has
been derived from the military, modern management
practice and more recently from psychology and
behavioural studies. All these influences are shaping
the way in which we organise our IMTs, the processes
they use and the tools that support them. The
development of Intelligence as a key concept in AIIMS
and the other refinements to AIIMS doctrine draw on
all these endeavours. They are not new innovations in
human society but they all have something valuable
to offer emergency incident managers in their
quest to effectively resolve emergencies threatening
communities, and the physical and natural assets that
sustain those communities.

The IMT Structure diagram.
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BLAST FROM THE PAST

THE GENERAL
SLOCUM
TRAGEDY

1904
A

t 9.00 am on 15 June 1904, the
excursion steamer General Slocum left
the pier at Thirteenth Street in the
East River in New York City with 1,400
men, women and children on board. The
passengers, all members of the Sunday
School of St Mark’s Lutheran Church, were
going on a picnic. About half an hour after
leaving the pier, a fire was discovered on
the forward deck. The tragedy took the
lives of 1,030 people, who died by fire
or drowning.1
Rather than heading for a nearby
landing or running the vessel aground,
the captain stayed on course, which
fanned the flames as the ship steered
into a headwind. The fire, spreading with

“incalculable swiftness” forced passengers
aft through the dry timbers of the old boat.
Crowding together in the stern, the women
and children “waited until the flames
were upon them … before they took the
alternative of the river”.
By the time the steamer was beached
on the rocky shore of North Brother
Island, many hundreds were dead.
The subsequent coroner’s inquest found
that the vessel’s crew were untrained for
such an emergency, the on-board hydrant
hose was hardly used and the poor storage
of hay, paints, oil and other combustibles
made the ship ripe for disaster. As The
Times noted in 2002, it was the worst
single-day disaster in New York City until

“

the Twin Towers fell on 11 September 2001.
By 1907, automatic sprinklers were
installed on the SS Plymouth belonging to
the New England Navigation Company,
a ship of nearly 4,000 tonnes capacity
carrying both passengers and freight. This
was soon followed by major shipboard
installations on both sides of the Atlantic.
Nowadays large marine water mist systems
are installed in accommodation areas on
cruise ships.
REFERENCE
1 Lyons, PR, 1976, ‘Tragic Trip of the
General Slocum’, Fire In America, National
Fire Protection Association.

The fire hose burst when an attempt was made to use
it and the life preservers fell apart when passengers
tried to use them. The lifeboats were not launched and the
crew had never participated in a fire drill.
Preliminary testimony at the coroner’s inquest.

”

Artist’s impression
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FIRE SAFETY AND RISK ENGINEERING:
OUR CLASSROOM IS THE REAL WORLD
Our Centre for Environmental Safety and Risk Engineering
has an established international reputation for multidisciplinary research and graduate teaching programs. Our
laboratories house two special Fire Research Furnaces and
associated data acquisition and control systems, a cone
calorimeter, 3 and 15 MW fire testing calorimeters and a
$3.5m Experimental Building-Fire facility at Fiskville, Victoria
to conduct fire experiments in realistic prototype buildings.

2013 COURSE DATES

The Graduate Certificate course aims to introduce the
concepts and acceptable frameworks for performance-based
building codes, emphasising fire safety engineering design
and providing you with the knowledge and skills necessary to
participate in and assess designs prepared in accordance with
performance-based building and fire safety codes. This
course is specifically designed for Building Surveyors and
other Regulators.

The subjects are taught by a form of burst mode (Block
Study Mode), where attendance is limited to four to five
consecutive days per subject, making it suitable for
interstate applicants.

The Graduate Certificate course serves as the stepping stone
for further education in Fire Safety and Risk Engineering. This
course is the first year of the Graduate Diploma in Building
Fire Safety and Risk Engineering, which in turn leads to a
Masters Degree.

Graduate Certificate in Performance-Based
Building and Fire Codes
4-8 February, 8-12 April,
1-5 July, 23-27 September

This course is specifically listed in the Victorian Building
Regulations 2006 (S.R. No. 68/2006) – Regulation 113 as
one of the pre requisites for a Relevant Building Surveyor to
determine that an alternative solution complies with
performance requirement of the Building Code of Australia.
Closing date for applications: 28 January 2013

Contact

T 03 9919 8035 F 03 9919 8058 E cesare@vu.edu.au
More Information: WWW.VU.EDU.AU/cesare

CALENDAR
XXXXXXXX

AIIMS 4 – Implications for Incident
Management Teams

April/May 2013
All States and Territories
A series of forums will be conducted
in each capital city for AIIMS users and
trainers to provide a briefing on the
refinements to AIIMS doctrine and to
examine the application of AIIMS 4.
WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
Senior agency personnel responsible
for developing and maintaining incident
management capability, trainers and
those who develop training material,
and IMT members, particularly Incident
Controllers at all levels.
Further information: afac@afac.com.au.

HazMat 2013

Wednesday and Thursday
1–2 May 2013
NSW
HazMat 2013 is the leading conference
for the chemical management,
dangerous goods and hazardous
materials industries and authorities.
The conference brings together topical
speakers covering many niches of these
industry and authority sectors.
The conference provides valuable
information for all levels of personnel and
industry types, including researchers,
government bodies, corporate entities,
and community and industry groups.
By bringing together leading experts
and relevant speakers, HazMat
2013 offers an essential program for
delegates wanting to stay abreast of their
respective industries.
In addition to the comprehensive
program, delegates can visit the
exhibition, which offers the latest industry
products and services. There is also
a social dinner function with a guest
speaker that is sure to offer an excellent
networking opportunity.
CONNECTING INDUSTRY FOR
FUTURE GROWTH
Do the hazardous materials, dangerous
goods and chemical management
industries only focus on the issues at
hand and react to current circumstances
or are they proactively working towards a
robust and sustainable future?
The conference theme of Connecting
industry for future growth looks at this
in light of recent changes in regulations
(both domestically and internationally),
current trends and the direction in which
we want the industry to progress.
Visit www.fpaa.com.au/hazmat.

Fire Weather Workshop

16-18 May 2013
Busselton, Western Australia
The Fire Weather Workshop follows on
from the previous workshop in Bowral
in 2011, and will examine the latest in
research into fire weather. The workshop
should be attended by fire managers,
meteorologists and fire weather
researchers.
For more information visit
www.bushfirecrc.com/research/
event/2013_fireweather.

AFAC and Bushfire CRC Conference:
Shaping Tomorrow Together

2-5 September 2013
Melbourne Convention
and Exhibition Centre
The AFAC and Bushfire CRC Conference
is Australasia’s premier emergency
management conference, staged by
the industry, for the industry. The
conference program addresses key
issues facing our sector and contributes
to a knowledge sharing and learning
culture within fire, land management
and emergency service agencies, across
the broader industry.
The 2012 conference, held in Perth,
attracted more than 1300 delegates from
across Australasia and the world. Once
again leading international and Australian
experts will present at the conference
and Research Forum in Melbourne
in 2013.
AFAC represents all fire, land
management and emergency service
agencies in Australia and New Zealand.
The Bushfire CRC is the peak research
body for the fire industry in this region.
For more information visit
www.afac2013.org.

For more events information: visit www.fpaa.com.au/events or register via the FPA Australia CONNECT platform.
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FPA AUSTRALIA TAC AND SIG UPDATE
Technical advisory groups and
special interest groups

F

PA Australia has several Technical
Advisory Groups (TACs) and Special
Interest Groups (SIGs), which consist of
volunteers from the membership.
Following the appointment of the TAC
Chairs, nominations were called for the
Deputy TAC Chairs. Also, the two-year
appointment period for FPA Australia’s
representatives on the Standards Australia
Fire Protection (FP) Committees is coming
to a close and nominations were sought for
these positions as well.
Like TAC Chairs, nominees for Deputy
TAC Chairs and FP representatives
must be members of the relevant TAC.
These nominations have been received
and elections held where necessary. The
successful nominees will be put to the
National Technical Advisory Committee
(NTAC) for endorsement in early
December and then to the FPA Australia
Board of Directors for approval. Once
approved, the new Deputy TAC Chairs and
FP representatives will take over from the
current appointees.

TAC/1 Maintenance of fire protection
systems and equipment

With the publication of AS 1851-2012,
TAC/1 and the Technical Department
prepared a position statement on this
standard that was presented at the
AS 1851-2012 The use and adoption
of the new standard seminars held
across Australia in December.
The NSW State Committee and FPA
Australia Technical Department have
developed a draft of the Good Practice
Guide on NSW Annual Fire Safety
Statements, which will soon go to TAC/1
and NSW regulators for feedback.

TAC/2 Fire detection and alarm
systems

TAC/2 continues to contribute to FP-002’s
projects. It has also finalised a Technical
Advisory Note on occupant warning
system power supply requirements, which
will go to NTAC in December for approval
to publish.

TAC/3/7 Portable and mobile
equipment

After much discussion on the current
extinguisher standards they wish to review,
TAC/3/7 has decided to focus on AS/NZS
1850. Work to review this standard will
begin next year.

TAC/4/8/9 Fire sprinkler and hydrant
systems, tanks and fixed fire pumps

TAC/4/8/9 has developed a list of proposed
changes to be contributed to the AS 2118.1
revision. This list includes a position on
the protection of deep fat fryers, which
was established by a joint TAC/4/8/9
and TAC/11/22 working group. The
Information Bulletin on sprinkler system
fault monitoring requirements has been
finalised and will go to NTAC for approval
to publish.

TAC/11/22 Special hazard fire
protection systems

TAC/11/22 is currently working on
a number of projects and technical
documents. There are documents on
pressure venting requirements and fan
integrity testing underway and a project on
the emerging technology of hypoxic fire
prevention systems.

TAC/17 Emergency planning

Work continues on several projects and
documents, including topics such as
evacuation diagrams, standardisation
of symbols for evacuation diagrams,
emergency planning and alternative
solutions, and warden indemnity. A
proposal has also been put to NTAC for a
substantial new project to adopt (in part)
the NFPA Emergency Evacuation Planning
Guide for People with Disabilities.

TAC/18 Fire safety and TAC/19
Passive fire protection

The Good Practice Guide for the
specification and application of
intumescent coating systems has now
been finalised and will be published
following review by the Association for
Specialist Fire Protection, UK, whose
technical guidance document was the base
document for the development of this
Good Practice Guide. These TACs are also
beginning development of a document on
smoke curtains.

TAC/20 Bushfire safety

TAC/20 is continuing to look at the scope
for a new edition (Edition 4) of AS 3959,
as this is currently being considered by
FP-020. Along with previously identified
areas, such as sarking, TAC/20 has
identified a need to look at the definition
of low-threat vegetation and roof lights/
sky lights. They have also suggested that
the scope of AS 3959 be expanded to cover
other buildings, not just Class 1, 2 and 3
and associated Class 10 buildings.

TAC/T Training

In addition to keeping abreast of the
development around the Regulation Impact
Statements (RISs) national licensing,
TAC/T is also monitoring the development
and revision of units of competency under
the Construction and Property Services
Industry Skills Council (CPSISC) relating
to sprinkler systems and fire pumpsets.
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STANDARDS AUSTRALIA UPDATE
XXXXXXXX

Standards Australia
FP-001 Maintenance of fire
protection equipment

FP-004 Automatic fire sprinkler
installations

FP-002 Fire detection, warning,
control and intercom systems

FP-008 Fire pumps and tanks

AS 1851-2012 has now been published
and is available for purchase.

AS 7240.20-2012 Fire detection and alarm
systems—Aspirating smoke detectors was
published on 22 October 2012.
The adoption of ISO standard ISO 724016 Sound system control and indicating
equipment and revision AS 3786 based on
ISO 12239 Smoke alarms using scattered
light, transmitted light or ionization are
expected to go to public comment in the
next few months.

Work on the revision of AS 2118.1
Automatic fire sprinkler systems—General
systems continues.
The revision of AS 2941 Fixed fire
protection installations—Pumpset systems
has been endorsed by FP-008 and is
expected to go to public comment in the
next few months.

FP-009 Fire hydrant installations

Standards Australia and the Australian
Building Codes Board (ABCB) are
considering the revision of AS 2419.1 Fire
hydrants—System design, installation and
commissioning and when it will be released
for public comment.

FP-011 Special hazard fire
protection systems

The revision of AS/NZS 4487 has been
released for public comment as DR AS
4487 Condensed aerosol fire extinguishing
systems—Requirements and test methods for
components and system design, installation
and commissioning. Public comment closes
on 25 January 2013.

FP-017 Emergency Management
Procedures

FPA Australia submitted a project proposal
for the amendment of AS 3745-2010
Planning for emergencies in facilities in the
fifth round of Standards Australia project
prioritisation and selection, which closed
on 14 September 2012. The list of approved
projects was scheduled to be announced
by Standards Australia in early
December 2012.

FP-018 Fire safety

The revision of AS 1530.4 has been
completed. This is currently with Standards
Australia and the ABCB for consideration
for release to public comment.

FP-019 Passive fire protection

A project proposal for the revision of AS
1905.1-2005 Components for the protection
of openings in fire-resistant walls—Fireresistant doorsets was submitted by the
Architectural Door Hardware Association
in the fifth round of project prioritisation
and selection. Approved projects will likely
be announced in December.

FP-020 Construction of buildings in
bushfire-prone areas

FP-020 is continuing to look at the scope
for a new edition (Edition 4) of AS 3959.

FP-024 Bushfire water spray systems

AS 5414-2012 Bushfire water spray systems
was published on 20 August 2012.

For more details on submitting a
contribution or to advertise in Fire
Australia, please contact the editor.
Joseph Keller,
FPA Australia,
PO Box 1049,
Box Hill VIC 3128, Australia
Tel 1300 731 922
Email joseph.keller@fpaa.com.au
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AUSTRALIA PTY LTD ABN: 75 116 370 793

NEW STAINLESS STEEL
HYDRANT VALVES
Most models under $99.00 ex GST
Premium Quality
All with cap and chain
All pressure and leak tested with
state of the art facilities to ensure
quick and easy installation
High tensile strength
Durable and light weight
Models available for ALL States

Ordering & Locations
PHONE * FAX

Free delivery on all orders over $ 290.00. Call or fax
Newcastle (Head Oﬃce)
Lot 5 / 19 Balook Drive
Beresﬁeld NSW 2322
Ph: +02 4966 4465

Sydney
Unit 4 / 20 Bosci Road
Ingleburn NSW 2565
Ph: +02 9829 8547

Brisbane
19 / 38 Eastern Service Road
Stapylton QLD 4207
Ph: +07 3103 4919

Phone: 02 4966 4465

E-mail: sales@firebox.net.au

New Zealand
251 Castlewood Drive
Tauranga
Ph: +6 47 577 9703

Perth
7 McDonald Crescent
Bassendean, WA 6054
Ph: +08 9279 9900

Fax: 02 4966 4463

*Distributor

Storage Series

ESFR Dry Pendent (VK501)

Dry ESFR Sprinkler Breaks New Ground
In Cold Storage Fire Protection
• A “first of its kind” product that combines a dry sprinkler with ESFR suppression technology
• May eliminate the need for a pre-action system and in-rack sprinklers in certain cold storage
applications (freezer/cold storage area within heated structure)
• cULus listed for use in wet systems only
• Listed to protect same commodities and storage arrangements as Viking’s standard K14 ESFR
pendent sprinkler (VK500)
• 14.0 (202) K Factor
• Available in single length - 36 in (0,9 m)
• 165° F (74° C) temperature rating
• Available with either 2 in (50 mm) grooved or 1-1/2 in (40 mm) threaded connection
• Includes two insulating boot assemblies which decrease the potential for air leakage through
ceiling penetrations
• Patent-pending

Part Number

Description

14909

ESFR Dry Pendent 2 inch Grooved

14910

ESFR Dry Pendent 1-1/2 inch NPT Threaded

14911

ESFR Dry Pendent 1-1/2 inch BSP Threaded

(Dimensions are
approximate.)

* See manufacturer’s technical data sheet for complete specifications.

phone: 08 8352 2888

Contact your local SupplyNet location or visit our online sourcing tool, VSN eSource, to order! www.vikinggroupinc.com

Trusted above all.™

